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1. Introduction
“Crystals are like people, it is their defects
that make them interesting.” F. C. Franck.
Crystalline semiconductors are the backbone of modern electronics and
form the heart of such seemingly different devices as computer chips,
mobile phones, modern TV screens and displays, light emitting diodes
(LED’s) and solar cells. In fact, modern technology is hard to imagine
without them. The fundamental property of semiconductors is their abil-
ity to either block or conduct the ﬂow of electricity. By skillful combination
of conducting and non-conducting semiconductor layers with thicknesses
as small as a few atoms, basic logic devices and switches are formed which
can be combined into larger units called integrated circuits (IC’s). What
started out with a modest number of only a few relatively large transistors
in the early 1970’s, has today reached an impressive degree of miniatur-
ization and integration with more than 3 000 000 transistors per mm2
in modern microchips [1]. The relevance of solid control of the material
quality in such high-performance devices comes without saying.
Imperfections in the ideal structure of a crystal are called defects. These
include intrinsic modiﬁcations as well as external impurities incorporated
into the host crystal’s lattice. Microscopic defects are present in all crys-
talline materials. Even in only small concentrations of a few parts per
million (ppm), their presence signiﬁcantly inﬂuences or even determines
macroscopic quantities such as the strength or hardness of a material. Ef-
fects are not limited to mechanical properties. Modiﬁcations in the crystal
structure can directly affect a material’s electronic, magnetic and optical
characteristics such as its conductivity, color or type of magnetism. There-
fore, it is evident that no material technology is possible without sufﬁcient
11
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control and knowledge of the material’s defect properties. Manipulation of
crystal defects, e.g., through the deliberate introduction of impurity atoms
(doping), forms the basis of the most fundamental devices in semiconduc-
tor technology and, hence, the key for its application in modern (opto-)
electronics.
While early semiconductor technology was nearly entirely built on silicon
(Si) as the source material, diversiﬁcation in the last few decades led to
the emergence of a variety of new materials with favorable properties in
speciﬁc areas. The III-nitride compound semiconductors indium nitride
(InN), gallium nitride (GaN) and aluminum nitride (AlN) are an ideal
material system for optoelectronic devices [2, 3]. By alloying InN with
GaN or AlN, the systems’ light emitting and absorbing capacities can be
tailored to span the whole visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum
and, hence, serve as an ideal basis for the fabrication of high-efﬁciency
solar cells or white LED’s.
InN has long been the least studied III-nitride. Early material was
grown mainly by radio-frequency (RF) sputtering that produced dom-
inantly polycrystalline samples with high electron concentrations and
an absorption edge at ∼1.2 μm [4, 5]. This led to the assumption of a
value of 1.89 eV for the bandgap of InN [6]. In the early 2000’s, im-
provements in InN growth made single crystalline InN layers available
with signiﬁcantly enhanced crystal quality and much lower absorption
edges. Based on optical absorption, photoluminescence (PL), and pho-
toluminescence excitation (PLE) measurements of single crystalline InN
layers grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy (PAMBE), Davy-
dov et al. [7] proposed in 2002 a reduced bandgap of InN of ∼0.9 eV, which
was soon corrected down to the now accepted value of 0.64 eV at room-
temperature [4, 8]. The discovery of the narrow bandgap of InN sparked
signiﬁcant scientiﬁc and industrial interest in the ﬁeld of InN and In-
rich III-nitrides. In recent years, many important discoveries on the basic
characteristics of the material were made and promising physical prop-
erties were revealed. Among the key challenges in InN research is its
high defect density combined with a strong propensity for n-type conduc-
tivity. The microscopic origins are still unknown and large efforts have
been made in the investigation of the defect landscape of the material.
Positron annihilation spectroscopy is a powerful tool for the investigation
12
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of point defects in semiconductors [9–12]. Positrons can get trapped and
annihilate at neutral and negatively charged open volume sites as well
as negatively charged ions in the crystal lattice due to a locally reduced
Coulomb repulsion. This increases the positron lifetime and narrows the
momentum distribution of annihilating electron-positron (e-p) pairs, both
of which can be measured by recording the emitted annihilation γ radi-
ation. Through analysis of the line-shape of the annihilation radiation
or the positron lifetime spectrum, important information on the physical
properties at the annihilation site can be deduced and the density, iden-
tity or charge of the positron trapping defect may be identiﬁed.
In this work, positron annihilation spectroscopy has been used to study
the properties of vacancy-type point defects in n-type InN. A new method-
ology for defect identiﬁcation in novel semiconductor materials has been
developed, using a combination of experimental positron annihilation
methods with comprehensive density functional theory (DFT) calculations
of positron trapping and annihilation. In Publications I and II, Doppler
broadening and positron lifetime spectroscopy were performed to investi-
gate the defects in Si-doped and irradiated MBE-grown InN layers, re-
spectively, with increasing free electron concentrations up to 6.6×1020
cm−3. In Pub. III, the annihilation properties of dominant vacancy-type
positron traps in InN have been calculated with DFT and the results
were compared to experimental spectra in order to identify the domi-
nant positron traps in common InN samples. In Pub. IV, point defects
in low-temperature MOCVD grown InN layers are investigated. The de-
fect evolution and interplay of point and extended defects in the n-type
Si-doped and irradiated samples were analyzed in Pub. V. Temperature
dependent Doppler broadening measurements are used in Pub. VI to de-
termine the concentration of dominant acceptor type defects in these sam-
ples, and combined with Hall effect measurements to investigate compen-
sation mechanisms in n-type InN.
In the following, a summary of the main concepts and results of this work
is presented. In Ch. 2, the material InN is introduced. Chapter 3 summa-
rizes important aspects of the physics of defects in semiconductors. The
main experimental technique for this work, positron annihilation spec-
troscopy, is described in Ch. 4. Tools for the computational treatment of
positron annihilation in semiconductors are outlined in Ch. 5. In Ch. 6,
computational and experimental positron annihilation methods are com-
13
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bined to identify the dominant vacancy-type positron traps in InN. In
Ch. 7, these results are applied to the study of the evolution and interplay
of point and extended defects in n-type Si-doped and irradiated MBE-
grown layers, as well as in MOCVD grown material. Chapter 8 summa-
rizes the results on the role of vacancy defects as compensating centers in
n-type InN.
14
2. Indium nitride: properties and
challenges, samples
Indium nitride (InN) is a signiﬁcantly cation-anion mismatched III-V
compound semiconductor with a direct bandgap of 0.64 eV [14] at room-
temperature. In alloys with wide bandgap aluminum nitride (AlN), EG =
6.2 eV, and gallium nitride (GaN), EG = 3.4 eV, it extends the optical range
of III-nitrides from the ultraviolet (UV) at 0.2 μm to the near infrared (IR)
at ∼1.9 μm [4], covering the whole visible spectrum (Fig. 2.1). Combined
with a high optical efﬁciency [15], this makes III-nitrides a key material
system in optoelectronic industry for the development of applications such
as (white) light emitting diodes and high-efﬁciency multi-junction solar
cells [2–4, 16–18]. Recently, InN has also attracted signiﬁcant interest
on its own right because of its low electron effective mass [4, 5] and sur-
face electron accumulation layer [19, 20], amongst others. InN possesses
good electron transport properties and is an interesting material for the
fabrication of high-frequency devices like high-electron-mobility transis-
tors [3, 21–23].
In the following chapter, an introduction to InN growth (Sect. 2.1), its
lattice and band structure (Sect. 2.2), optical and electrical properties
(Sect. 2.3), as well as defects and doping related issues (Sect. 2.3) is given.
For a more comprehensive review please see Refs. [4, 5]. A short overview
of the investigated InN samples is presented in Sect. 2.5.
2.1 Growth and substrates
The growth of InN is very challenging. With a binding energy of only
1.93 eV for the In-N bond, InN is the least stable material in the III-
nitride family [5]. This low In-N binding energy results in a low disso-
ciation temperature of the material and therefore in severe limitations
15
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Figure 2.1. Bandgap energies as a function of the lattice constants in AlN, GaN, InN and
their alloys. The visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum extends from
∼390 to 750 nm, i.e., well within the bandgaps of GaxIn1-xN and AlxIn1-xN [4,
13].
in the maximum growth temperature. At the low temperature end, the
growth temperature is limited by the high equilibrium vapor pressure of
InN and a sufﬁcient surface ad-atom mobility during growth. Finding a
good compromise between these contradicting requirements is a key chal-
lenge common for all InN growth methods.
The most popular techniques used for the preparation of InN crystals are
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [24–26] and metal organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) [27–30]. Most MOCVD and MBE samples are grown
in the temperature range of 500–600◦C [30] and 450–550◦C [26], respec-
tively, which is very low compared to common growth temperatures of,
e.g., Si or GaN [31]. In MBE growth, big improvements in the layer qual-
ity could be achieved through switching the nitrogen source from NH3 to
atomic N supplied by nitrogen plasma sources in plasma assisted molecu-
lar beam epitaxy (PAMBE) [26]. As of today, the highest quality InN lay-
ers available have been grown with this technique [4]. MOCVD growth
has important advantages for industrial applications due to its good scal-
ability, but still suffers from inferior material quality and a low growth
rate [29].
The most commonly used substrate in InN epitaxy is sapphire, which
is available in large area wafers at relatively low cost and high qual-
ity. However, challenges arise from the large lattice mismatch (∼25%)
and difference in thermal expansion coefﬁcients between sapphire and
16
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Figure 2.2. (a) Energy of conduction and valence band edges of III-N and In-V compounds
with respect to the branch point energy. (b) Energy of constituent atomic
orbitals [36, 37].
InN [5]. This can result in high densities of strain-relieving structural
defects [32, 33]. The use of appropriate (low-temperature) buffer layers
(e.g., AlN, GaN, InN) has been shown to signiﬁcantly improve the quality
of the deposited InN layer [24, 34]. Alternative popular substrate materi-
als for InN growth include GaN templates and Si(111). Very high crystal
quality layers could be achieved using GaN [5], but these templates are
very costly. Si has strong advantages as a substrate because of its high
purity, availability and the already established production schemes, but
InN layers grown on Si have long suffered from relatively poor quality
compared to those grown on sapphire [35].
2.2 Lattice and band structure
InN crystallizes in the hexagonal wurtzite lattice [4, 5] that consists of two
hexagonal close packed (HCP) sub-lattices of In and N atoms in C46V sym-
metry. The basic lattice constants are a = 3.5365 Å and c = 5.70399 Å [7].
In this structure each atom is four-fold coordinated. The strong uni-
axial nature in combination with the partially ionic bonding leads to a
strong piezoelectric polarization along the c-axis [38]. Through appropri-
ate choice of substrate and growth conditions, crystallization in the cubic
zincblende structure (T 2d ) has also been achieved [39–42].
Wurtzite InN has a direct bandgap of 0.64 eV. The narrow bandgap results
in strong non-parabolicity (Fig. 2.3) of the conduction band (CB) which is
caused by k · p repulsion between the p-like valence band and the s-like
conduction band [43]. Applying Kane’s two band k · p model [44] and
neglecting spin-orbit coupling (Δso) and crystal-ﬁeld splitting (Δcr), Wu et
al. [45] calculated the CB dispersion relation with respect to the valence
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band maximum (VBM) as
EC(k) = EG +
h¯2k2
2m0
+
1
2
(
√
E2G + 4EP
h¯2k2
2m0
− EG), (2.1)
where EG = 0.64eV is the intrinsic bandgap of InN, and EP the k · p
interaction energy. The density of states effective mass is then a function
of k,
m∗(k) =
h¯2k2
dEC(k)/dk
. (2.2)
At the bottom of the CB a small electron effective mass of m
∗
e
m0
= 0.07±0.02
has been determined by plasma reﬂection spectroscopy [45]. Non-para-
bolicity of the conduction band starts to play an important role for
k > 0.05 Å−1, or n > 1019 cm−3. A direct consequence of the strongly
non-parabolic conduction band of InN is its increased density of states
compared to the parabolic case. This results in a less pronounced change
of the Fermi energy with increasing electron concentration, which can also
be observed in the shift of the absorption edge in n-type samples.
The small value of the InN bandgap caused initial confusion as it breaks
the empirical common-cation rule with respect to the bandgap of indium
phosphide [EG (InP) = 1.46 eV [36]]. The common-cation rule states
that the direct bandgap at the Γ-point of two compound semiconductors
with the same cation atom increases as the anion atomic number de-
creases [46]. Wei et al. [36] showed that this can be understood when
considering chemical trends (Fig. 2.2) and atomic size contributions. Ac-
cording to the tight-binding model [43], the VBM originates from bonding
anion and cation p orbitals (InN: In 5p, N 2p). Because of an increase
of the anion p orbital energy from N to Sb and enhanced spin-orbit cou-
pling, the energetic position of the VBM in In-group V compounds (InN,
InP, InAs, InSb) increases with increasing anion atomic number (Fig. 2.2).
The conduction band minimum (CBM) in InN is formed by anti-bonding
cation and anion s states, i.e., In 5s and N 2s. The energy of the N 2s
orbital (EN2s = -18.5 eV) is very low compared to other group V anion s or-
bital energies (e.g., EP3s = -14.09 eV). Combined with the effect of a weak
deformation potential [aV(InN)=-4.2 eV, aV(InP)=-5.9 eV] which fails to
open the bandgap for the case of InN [36], this leads to the exceptionally
low position of the CBM with an exceptionally high electron afﬁnity of
5.8 eV [47], and small bandgap.
A direct result of the low CBM in InN is the extremely high posi-
tion [37, 48, 49] of the branch point or Fermi stabilization energy [49, 50],
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Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of absorption and luminescence properties as well as
surface band bending in highly n-type InN with a Fermi energy well above
the CBM.
EFS, (Sect. 3.4.2) which is located 1.83 eV above the VBM [37], i.e.,∼1.2 eV
above the CBM [Fig. 2.2(a)]. This means that for Fermi levels lower than
1.83 eV above the VBM, defects are preferentially incorporated as donors,
which explains the strong propensity of InN toward n-type conductivity.
While high electron concentrations can be easily achieved via doping with
donor impurities or high-energy particle irradiation, InN is very difﬁcult
to dope p-type. Additionally, an electron accumulation layer is present at
most InN surfaces [19, 51] that complicates the characterization of p-type
material. In as-grown InN samples, the surface Fermi energy is located
well below the branch point energy. Therefore, unoccupied surface states
will preferentially be donor-type and a positively charged surface state
area forms. In order to maintain charge neutrality, the surface charge
has to be compensated by a downward bending of the conduction band
and an increase in the surface electron concentration, i.e., the formation
of a surface electron accumulation area (Fig. 2.3). A pinning of the surface
Fermi energy at the branch point energy has been observed in slightly n-
type samples [37]. Changes in the space charge can be accommodated by
slight variations in the surface Fermi energy. With increasing free elec-
tron concentration in the bulk, the surface Fermi energy moves signiﬁ-
cantly closer to the branch point energy to help balance out the surface
state charge, and fewer surface states are occupied.
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2.3 Optical and electrical properties
In low temperature absorption spectra of MBE grown high-quality InN
(ne = mid-1017 cm−3) [4, 14], strong band edge absorption is measured
for energies above ∼0.67 eV which coincides with the band-to-band pho-
toluminescence (PL) peak slightly below that energy [4, 14]. For increas-
ing free electron concentrations, a signiﬁcant blue-shift of the absorption
edge is observed. This can be explained [45, 52] by band-ﬁlling in the con-
duction band due to its ﬁnite density of states (cf., Burstein-Moss effect
[53]). For Fermi energies inside the conduction band, optical absorption
from the VBM to the CBM is forbidden and the absorption edge is shifted
to: EF − EV > EG (Fig. 2.3). The strength of the Burstein-Moss effect
is especially signiﬁcant in materials with a low density of states in the
conduction band and is inversely proportional to the effective mass. Pho-
toluminescence below the Fermi energy is still possible for EF > EG, but
signiﬁcantly broadened [45].
The small effective mass in InN leads to a high electron mobility, with best
samples currently exhibiting values of ∼2000 cm2/Vs [54]. The relevance
of native defects for the mobility in n-type InN is studied in Ch. 8. Due to
the pinning of the Fermi energy at surface states (Fig. 2.3), a distinct elec-
tron accumulation layer with sheet densities (i.e., number of carriers per
unit area) of up to NS = 1.65×1013 cm−2 can be observed at most as-grown
InN surfaces [20, 54]. The exploitation of the electron accumulation layer
formed at the surface of InN hetero-structures is of high interest for de-
vice applications [21, 22].
2.4 Defects and doping
InN possesses a strong propensity to n-type conductivity [55] with free
electron concentrations in as-grown nominally undoped ﬁlms ranging
from 1017–1021 cm−3. The microscopic origin is still under debate and has
been investigated extensively [4, 32, 47, 55, 56, 58–66]. Impurities such
as H, O and Si are incorporated easily into the InN lattice during common
growth processes and act as shallow donors in the material [Fig. 2.4 (a)].
In a recent study, Janotti et al. [58] proposed hydrogen (H+i , H
2+
N ) as the
main source of doping in InN. However, it seems that impurities cannot
account alone for all the donor concentration [54, 61]. On the side of native
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Figure 2.4. Calculated formation energies (in case of vacancy complexes: per vacancy)
of relevant native defects and impurities as well as their complexes in In-
rich InN as a function of the Fermi energy. In case of multiple stable charge
states of a defect, only the lowest energy conﬁguration is shown. Kinks in
the calculated lines indicate charge transition levels (Eq. 3.3). Data from
Refs. [55–57]. For VN data from two different references are shown (dotted
line).
point defects, N vacancies (V +/3+N ) [56] are considered the most dominant
contributions in bulk. At the interface, contributions from charged dislo-
cation lines [61] have to be considered in addition.
First evidence of successful p-type doping of InN has been published re-
cently [67]. Mg is expected to act as a shallow acceptor in InN [4]. How-
ever, the investigation of p-type conductivity in InN is complicated by the
strong surface electron accumulation. Density functional theory (DFT)
calculations [56, 57] predict that In vacancies (VIn) and their complexes
are the dominant native acceptor type defects, but their formation ener-
gies are high [Fig. 2.4 (b)]. For high Fermi level positions, also VN and
VN complexes with negative charge states are expected. Acceptor-type de-
fects have been studied extensively in this work and results are presented
in Ch. 6–8.
2.5 Investigated samples
During the work on this thesis, a variety of different samples has been
studied. In the following, a quick overview on their background and prop-
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Table 2.1. List of samples, including appearance in publication, growth method and pos-
sible post-growth treatment, as well as free electron concentrations and mo-
bilities determined from Hall measurements. References to the origin of the
samples are included.
Pub. Sample Ref. ne (cm−3) μ (cm2/Vs)
I MBE (Si-doped) [26] 1×1018 1850
I MBE (Si-doped) [26] 2×1018 1850
I MBE (Si-doped) [26] 1.2×1019 450
I MBE (Si-doped) [26] 4.8×1019 100
I, V, VI MBE (Si-doped) [37, 68] 4.5×1019 600
I, V, VI MBE (Si-doped) [37, 68] 1.3×1020 150
I, III, VI, V MBE (Si-doped) [37, 68] 4.0×1020 80
I, V, VI MBE (Si-doped) [37, 68] 6.6×1020 38
II, V, VI MBE, He-irr. (φ = [60, 69] 3×1020 60
8.9 × 1015 cm−2)
II, III,V, VI MBE, He-irr., RTA [60, 69] 6×1019 400
III MOCVD [70, 71]
IV MOCVD (T=550oC) [27] 4.5×1018 1070
IV MOCVD (T=525oC) [27] 1.6×1019 647
IV MOCVD (T=517oC) [27] 1.1×1019 779
IV MOCVD (T=500oC) [27] 1.3×1019 536
erties is given. Table 2.1 shows a list of most relevant samples that were
investigated intensively for Pubs. I–VI.
2.5.1 MBE
So far, MBE grown InN represents the highest quality material available
in terms of structural, electrical and optical properties. For most of the
studies on point defects in InN presented in the following, MBE grown
samples were used. State-of-the-art as-grown InN layers, for which no
positron annihilation at open volume defects was observed, were used as
reference samples for the annihilation state at the InN lattice.
Two sets of Si-doped MBE samples have been investigated in this work.
Set I consists of low-doped ﬁlms with electron concentrations from 1×1018
cm−3–4.8×1019 cm−3 [26], set II includes higher doped ﬁlms with free
electron concentrations from 4.5×1019 cm−3–6.6×1020 cm−3 [37, 68]. All
ﬁlms have been deposited by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy
(PAMBE) on c-plane sapphire substrates with a GaN buffer layer [68].
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Figure 2.5. Cross-sectional TEM micrograph for g = 11-20 of a representative Si-doped
sample (ne = 4.0×1020 cm−3) grown on sapphire with a GaN buffer layer.
Edge and mixed type dislocations are visible (bright features).
Mobilities as determined from single ﬁeld Hall measurements vary from
38–1850 cm2/Vs. Fig. 2.5 shows the TEM micrograph of the InN ﬁlm and
GaN buffer layer area of a representative Si-doped sample.
Undoped InN ﬁlms with a thickness of 0.6–2.7 μm were grown by MBE
on c-sapphire substrate with a GaN or AlN buffer layer [60, 65, 69]. The
residual electron concentrations and corresponding mobilities ranged be-
tween ne=6×1017–1×1018 cm−3 and 1100–500 cm2/Vs, respectively [69]. Ir-
radiation with 2 MeV 4He ions was performed at room temperature with
ﬂuences of 5.6×1014–1.8×1016 cm−2, and electron concentrations (mobil-
ities) increased (decreased) up to 5×1020 cm−3 (down to μ = 40 cm2/Vs)
with the highest irradiation ﬂuence. Irradiated samples were further pro-
cessed by rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at temperatures of 425–475 ◦C.
This showed to signiﬁcantly improve the mobility while the electron con-
centration decreased only slightly [69].
2.5.2 MOCVD
InN layers were grown by MOCVD in an AIXTRON [72] close coupled
showerhead (CCS) reactor on MOCVD GaN-on-sapphire templates. Tri-
methylindium (TMIn) and ammonia (NH3) were employed as precursors
for In and N, and N2 was used as carrier gas. Reactor pressure of 800 mbar
and 600 mbar were used, and a V/III ratio of 146k was chosen. The growth
temperature was varied from 500–550oC. For more details on the sample
growth and properties please see Ref. [27].
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3. Defects in semiconductors
In this chapter, a basic introduction to the physics and properties of crys-
talline defects is given. In Sect. 3.1 and Sect. 3.2, defects are classiﬁed
according to their geometrical conﬁguration and electric properties, re-
spectively. Important defect introduction mechanisms are discussed in
Sect. 3.3, and Sect. 3.4 describes basic thermodynamic concepts related to
defects in semiconductors. In Sect. 3.5 a short summary of relevant de-
fect characterization methods is presented. A more complete treatment of
defects in semiconductors can be found, e.g., in Refs. [73–78].
3.1 Structural classiﬁcation of defects
Defects can be classiﬁed according to their geometrical conﬁguration into
point defects (0 dimensional) and extended defects (1–3 dimensional).
Point defects are usually constrained to one, or at most a few atoms and
can be divided into native defects and impurities, as well as their com-
plexes. Impurities are foreign atoms in the lattice of the host material,
and can be present either on lattice sites, i.e. substitutional, or intersti-
tial positions. Native defects are formed by mere modiﬁcations of the ideal
lattice structure. These can be empty lattice sites, i.e. vacancies, or host
atoms which are displaced into interstitial positions, i.e. self-interstitials.
In the case of compound semiconductors such as InN, also antisite de-
fects can be formed by atoms occupying opposite sub-lattice sites. Frenkel
defects are nearby pairs of vacancies and interstitials. Schottky defects
are vacancy pairs created by the simultaneous removal of a two opposite
atoms in compound semiconductors.
Extended defects include dislocations (1D), stacking faults and grain- or
phase boundaries (2D), as well as larger structures such as atomic precip-
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itates or larger voids (vacancy clusters) in the crystal structure (3D). Dis-
locations can be divided into two extreme cases, i.e., screw and edge-type
dislocations. Edge dislocations can be imagined as an extra half-plane of
atoms inserted midway through the crystal lattice. To visualize a screw
dislocation, a crystal is cut half-way along a lattice plane with one half
slipped across the other. Edge and screw dislocations can be identiﬁed by
their Burgers vector, which represents the magnitude and direction of the
lattice distortion connected to the introduction of the dislocation. In edge
dislocations, the Burgers vector is normal to the dislocation line direction,
in screw dislocations parallel. Dislocations with both parallel and perpen-
dicular component in the burgers vector are mixed dislocations.
Stacking faults and grain- or phase boundaries are the main planar de-
fects. A stacking fault is formed by a spatially limited alteration of the
stacking order of the atomic planes. Grain and phase boundaries describe
the sudden change of the crystallographic direction or phase. Three-
dimensional defects include, e.g., atomic precipitates or larger voids (va-
cancy clusters) in the crystal structure.
3.2 Electrical properties
Modiﬁcations in the crystal lattice can lead to changes of a material’s elec-
tronic properties and the introduction of new defect-related energy states
into its band-structure. According to their energetic position with respect
to the band edges, defects are often divided into shallow [74, 75] and deep
levels [77, 78].
Shallow level defects possess energy levels which are located in the close
vicinity of the band edges. If a charge-transfer level from the neutral to
the positive (negative) charge state is located close to or above (below) the
conduction (valence) band it can act as a major source of free electrons
(holes). Shallow level defects are efﬁcient donors (acceptors) and can be
introduced intentionally for n- (p-) doping of a semiconductor. They can be
described well within the effective mass theory (EMT) as small perturba-
tions of the host band-structure and are mainly derived from the nearest
band edges [74, 79]. Their real-space wave function is highly de-localized
and the extension in k-space is strongly conﬁned. Donor impurity atoms
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are a good example of this type of defects.
Deep level defects, in contrast, are highly localized defects that constitute
severe perturbations of the local electronic structure and induce energy
levels deep inside the bandgap. They include many crystal imperfections
associated with broken bonds—such as vacancies, surface- and interface
reconstructions and other extended defects [74]. Due to their highly lo-
calized nature, deep levels do not follow much the movement of the band
edges, and hence cannot be described by EMT. Tight-binding as well as
ﬁrst-principle methods have proved useful for the description of deep level
defects [77]. Because the energy required to induce transitions from the
nearest band edges to the defect state is usually much larger than the
thermal energy (25 meV at 300K), deep level defects do not enhance the
conductivity. They can act, however, as efﬁcient carrier traps and recom-
bination centers.
3.3 Defect introduction
The initial source of defect introduction is the crystal growth process. De-
fect incorporation during epitaxial growth is governed by a variety of pa-
rameters such as growth temperature and kinetics, chemical reactions,
lattice mismatch, surface and ambient conditions, as well as material spe-
ciﬁc properties. Complete control over defect introduction during growth
is generally not possible. Apart from the introduction of native defects,
semiconductor growth is also almost always a source of material con-
tamination with foreign impurities through, e.g., a contaminated growth
chamber or substrate, residues of chemical reactants and impure mate-
rial sources. Impurities may also be supplied intentionally for doping of a
semiconductor. While impurity contamination of a crystal can be limited
to some extent by better control over the growth process, this is often not
the case for the incorporation of native defects.
Post-growth processing and treatments are important tools for modifying
the defect properties of a crystal. These include thermal, chemical and
mechanical treatments as well as particle irradiation and implantation.
For thermal treatments, a crystal is heated to a desired temperature fol-
lowed by a rapid or slow cooling procedure (cf., annealing and quenching)
[75]. While quenching can be used to ﬁx defect concentrations at a non-
equilibrium high temperature value, annealing involves sufﬁciently low
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cooling rates to achieve, in theory, crystal perfection as dictated by the
lowest reached temperature. In rapid thermal annealing (RTA), crystals
are brought to high temperature for a short duration and subsequently
cooled down slowly. High energy particle irradiation with, e.g., electrons,
protons but also heavier ion sources (42He), is a common method for con-
trolled point defect creation in semiconductor crystals. High energy par-
ticles passing through a crystal lose their energy mainly by scattering
and electronic excitation mechanisms. This creates a defect proﬁle which
can be divided into two main areas, i.e., an irradiated area dominated by
the creation of Frenkel pairs and an end-of-range area. If the accelera-
tion energy is adjusted so that particles thermalize completely inside the
target material, this technique can be used to implant source ions into a
host crystal and create well deﬁned doping proﬁles. Ion implantation is a
widely used method in semiconductor device manufacturing.
3.4 Thermodynamics of defects
At thermal equilibrium, all defect properties of a material are well-deﬁned
and can be determined from thermodynamical considerations [74]. In
order for a material to reach thermal equilibrium, sufﬁcient relaxation
mechanisms, i.e., opportunities for point defect creation and annihilation,
have to be provided [73]. For this, elevated temperatures and high defect
mobilities are supportive. Although true thermal equilibrium is hardly
ever reached, a partial equilibrium state may be sufﬁciently close to de-
duce important defect properties and trends from equilibrium consider-
ations. Thermodynamics can be a very useful tool for discussing defect
processes in semiconductors. Nevertheless, extreme care has to be taken
when applying thermal equilibrium observations as the properties of real
crystals may in practice differ signiﬁcantly [75].
3.4.1 Defect formation energies
At thermal equilibrium, the Gibbs free energy G of a system is deﬁned
as the difference between the enthalpy H and the product of absolute
temperature T and entropy S. The change in Gibbs free energy for the
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formation of a defect, ΔGF, in a chemical reaction is given as
ΔGf = ΔHf − TΔSf. (3.1)
Here, Hf is the defect formation enthalpy, and Sf the formation entropy.
The introduction of defects increases the crystal’s enthalpy but also its
entropy. Therefore, defects will be formed or annihilated until the thermal
equilibrium is reached, i.e., the Gibbs free energy is minimized (ΔGf = 0).
At thermal equilibrium, the concentration of a defect can be calculated
as [55, 80]
c = NconfNsites exp(− GfkBT
) = NconfNsites exp(
Sf
kB
) exp(− Hf
kBT
), (3.2)
where Nconf is the number of equivalent conﬁgurations for the defect,
Nsites the number of available lattice sites per unit volume, and kB is the
Boltzmann constant. For practical calculations using DFT, Gf is often
identiﬁed with a defect formation energy, Ef, that is deﬁned as [80]
Ef(X
q) = Etot(X
q)− Etot(bulk)−
∑
i
niμi + q(EF + EV +ΔV ). (3.3)
Here, Etot(Xq) is the total energy of the supercell containing the defect X
in the charge state q, Etot(bulk) the energy of the defect-free bulk cell, ni
is the number of atoms added or removed to create the defect, and μi their
chemical potential. EF and EV are the energies of the Fermi level and
VBM, respectively, and ΔV is a correction term to align the reference po-
tential of the defect with the bulk supercell. The defect formation energy,
Ef, deﬁnes the equilibrium concentration of a certain defect at a speciﬁc
temperature; a high formation energy translates to a low defect concen-
tration, and vice versa. For increasing Fermi level, the formation energy
of a negatively (positively) charged defect decreases (increases). There-
fore, the formation of charged donors (acceptors) is less favorable under n-
type (p-type) conditions, but becomes advantageous when approaching p-
type (n-type) conductivity. This leads to the concept of self-compensation,
i.e., the compensation of dopant-induced free carriers by the formation of
native point defects (Ch. 8).
3.4.2 Amphoteric defect model and Fermi stabilization energy
Based on the above considerations, a phenomenological model has been
developed which proved to be very useful for understanding basic defect-
related behavior in various semiconductors. In the amphoteric defect
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model (ADM) [49, 50], the charge state of so-called amphoteric defects
is determined by the position of the Fermi energy with respect to a uni-
versal energy reference called the Fermi stabilization energy (EFS). If the
Fermi energy is located below (above) EFS, the formation of positive (neg-
ative) charge states is energetically favorable.
The Fermi stabilization energy is not correlated to the position of the con-
duction or valence band edges of a material but is universally located
∼4.9 eV below the vacuum level [49]. It marks the Fermi level posi-
tion at which donor and acceptor type defects are formed at the same
rate, and at which the Fermi energy will stabilize as an effect of large
introduction of native defects as, e.g., in particle irradiation. Amphoteric
defects are, strictly speaking, defects that possess both positive and neg-
ative charge states depending on the position of the Fermi energy. Exam-
ples of amphoteric defects are the Ga vacancy acceptor and As vacancy
donor in GaAs, which transfer to an As antisite plus As vacancy donor
[V 3−Ga + AsAs ↔ (AsGa + VAs)3+], and Ga antisite plus Ga vacancy accep-
tor [V +As + GaGa ↔ (GaAs + VGa)3−], respectively, depending on the posi-
tion of EF [50]. The transition from donor to acceptor state occurs at EFS,
hence stabilizing the Fermi energy. The Fermi stabilization energy (which
is closely related to the branch point energy, or charge neutrality level)
was found to serve as a reference for highly localized defects in general,
i.e., native defects [49], surface and interface states [81, 82] or transition-
metal impurities [83]. Additionally, a similar universal energy alignment
has been proposed for the donor-to-acceptor charge transfer level of shal-
low hydrogen impurities in semiconductors, insulators and solutions [84].
3.5 Defect characterization methods
A variety of experimental methods exist for the study of defects in semi-
conductors [85]. So far, no single characterization method alone can
provide a full picture of the nature and properties of defects in a spe-
ciﬁc sample. In most cases, a combination of several techniques is re-
quired for comprehensive characterization of the defect landscape. All
defect characterization techniques rely on the measurement of at least
one physical property which is linked to the presence of defects in the
material. Many fundamental semiconductor properties such as mobility,
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optical absorption, carrier concentration and lifetime are strongly defect-
dependent. Their measurement can provide valuable information on the
presence of defects in a speciﬁc sample. Beyond this, more specialized
defect characterization methods can also provide further detailed defect
properties, such as their density, atomic structure, energy levels, charge
states and radiative/non-radiative conﬁgurations. Positron annihilation
spectroscopy has been the main experimental method for the work in this
thesis and is especially well-suited for the study of vacancy-type defects.
It is presented in more detail in Chs. 4 and 5. Electrical measurements
and transmission electron microscopy have been used in Pubs. V and VI.
They are brieﬂy introduced below. For a general introduction to exper-
imental defect characterization methods, please consider Refs. [85, 86].
Apart from experimental methods, signiﬁcant progress in computational
approaches for the calculation of material properties using DFT have de-
veloped ab-initio calculations into a valuable tool for defects studies in
semiconductors [80].
Electrical measurements can give access to fundamental properties of a
material, such as its resistivity, carrier mobility, concentration and life-
time. Many of these properties are defect dependent and, hence, elec-
trical measurements can be used as indirect defect probes. Hall effect,
capacitance-voltage (CV) and current-voltage (IV) measurements belong
to the most widely applied electrical characterization methods, together
with deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) which is a versatile tech-
nique for the study of defects with energy levels deep in the bandgap.
Speciﬁc material requirements, however, may prevent the successful ap-
plication of the above methods for defect studies. In the case of InN, the
electron accumulation layer at most as-grown surfaces [19] has prevented
the creation of depletion regions (e.g., by Schottky contacts or p-n junc-
tions) — which are a fundamental requirement in CV and DLTS measure-
ments. Ohmic contacts for Hall measurements, on the other hand, can be
easily applied on InN surfaces. Hall effect measurements are based on
recording the Hall voltage which forms perpendicular to the direction of
a current through a sample with the thickness d, and an applied external
magnetic ﬁeld. It can be used to determine the type of majority carrier,
its sheet density and mobility. Also in Hall measurements, care has to
be taken to be able to separate contributions from the bulk and surface
of the sample (Ch. 8). This counts especially for thin samples, for which
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a signiﬁcant contribution from the surface electron accumulation layer is
measured [54].
In scanning electron microscopy (SEM), an electron beam is scanned over
the surface of the sample and the electron-beam generated signals such
as low-energy secondary electrons, high-energy backscattered electrons or
light emitted from the sample, are visualized for each raster point. These
signals carry information on the sample topography, composition and lu-
minescence properties and can be recorded with appropriate detectors.
SEM is a standard tool for semiconductor characterization, e.g., for the
study of sample thicknesses or surface properties. Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) uses the transmitted electrons that undergo different
interactions on their way through the sample. For TEM measurements,
the preparation of thin sample slices is necessary, e.g., by polishing, etch-
ing or ion milling. Bright and dark ﬁeld images generated from the di-
rectly transmitted or the diffracted beams can be used to visualize the
crystal structure as well as for the study of extended defects in the mate-
rial, amongst others.
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Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS) is a powerful technique for the
investigation of defects in semiconductors. In this chapter, an intro-
duction to main aspects of PAS is given. A short summary of impor-
tant positron interaction mechanisms in semiconductors is presented in
Sect 4.1. Two important positron annihilation techniques, Doppler broad-
ening spectroscopy and positron lifetime spectroscopy, are introduced in
Sects. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Computational approaches in positron
annihilation spectroscopy are presented separately in Sect. 5.2. For more
details on PAS please consider, e.g., Refs. [9–12] and references therein.
4.1 Theory of positrons in semiconductors
The positron (e+) is the antiparticle of the electron, and as such carries
the same spin and mass as the electron, but opposite charge. Its existence
has been ﬁrst postulated by Dirac [87] in 1928 and experimentally dis-
covered in 1932 by Anderson [88], for which the latter received the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 1936.
When an energetic positron hits a crystal, it thermalizes quickly and
starts diffusing through the lattice where it eventually can get trapped
at a defect site and annihilates with a crystal electron (Fig 4.1). This an-
nihilation process occurs mainly through the emission of two 0.511 MeV
γ-photons in nearly opposite directions that carry away energy and mo-
mentum of the annihilating e+-e− pair. Thermalization times in semi-
conductors are usually very short, of the order of a few ps, and energy
loss is mediated mainly through ionic scattering and electron-hole pair
generation. For energies lower than the bandgap of the material, phonon
scattering becomes relevant. The diffusion length L+ is a function of the
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Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of different positron annihilation experiments using a
slow-positron beam. Monoenergetic positrons from a positron source are im-
planted into a crystal where they thermalize quickly and diffuse through the
lattice. Before annihilating with a crystal electron they can get trapped at
defect sites. This affects the positron lifetime and line-shape of the Doppler
broadened 0.511 MeV γ-radiation emitted by annihilating e-p pairs. Mea-
surement of the positron lifetime and line-shape of the emitted annihilation
radiation reveals important information about the physical properties at the
annihilation site.
positron lifetime τ and the diffusion constant D+,
L+ =
√
τD+, with D+ = τr
kBT
m∗+
, (4.1)
where τr is the relaxation time of the dominant scattering mechanism and
m∗+ the positron effective mass.
In the presence of defects the positron diffusion length can be signiﬁcantly
reduced due to positron trapping at defects. This is caused by a reduction
of the effective positron lifetime in the lattice:
τeff = 1/(λb + κ), with λb =
1
τb
. (4.2)
Here, τb is the positron lifetime, λb the positron annihilation rate in
defect-free bulk, and κ is the defect-speciﬁc positron trapping rate. The
positron lifetime, τ , and its inverse, the positron annihilation rate, λ, can
be calculated from the overlap of electron and positron densities during
annihilation (Eq. 5.17, Sect. 5.2). Typical positron lifetimes in defect-free
semiconductors are in the range of ∼150–300 ps. Positron lifetimes for
trapped states at open-volume defects are longer.
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The positron trapping rate at a crystal defect, κ, is proportional to the
positron trapping coefﬁcient, μ, and the defect density, ρ,
κ = μρ. (4.3)
Positron trapping coefﬁcients have been calculated for monovacancies
in silicon by Puska et al. [10] and room-temperature values range from
4×1014 s−1, for the neutral charge state, to 2.5×1015 s−1 for the negatively
charged case. For negatively charged defects, the positron trapping coef-
ﬁcient increases at low temperatures proportional to T−1/2 and reaches
5×1016 s−1 at 5 K. This is due to the formation of extended shallow Ry-
dberg states around the defect site, which trap positrons efﬁciently at
low temperatures. Due to their low positron binding energy Eb of only
∼10–100 meV, de-trapping from these states has to be considered. The
de-trapping rate δst is given as
δst =
κst
ρst
(
m∗+kBT
2πh¯2
)3/2 exp(
Eb
kBT
). (4.4)
For the case of negatively charged vacancy defects, the de-trapping rate
from these states is usually small compared to the transition rate to the
deep vacancy state. However, in case no deep bound state exists, e.g., for
negatively charged non-open volume defects, de-trapping becomes rele-
vant.
In the general case of n different positron trapping defects, the positron
annihilation fractions at the i-th defect (ηi) and the bulk (ηb) can be calcu-
lated with
ηb =
λb
λb +
∑n
i=1 κ
eff
i
, ηi =
κeffi
λb +
∑n
i=1 κ
eff
i
. (4.5)
The effective trapping rate for the i-th defect, κeffi , is deﬁned for the gen-
eral case, including de-trapping with the rate δi (Eq. 4.4), as
κeffi =
κi
1 + δi/λi
, (4.6)
and κeffi equals κi for δi = 0.
Although bound positron states might also exist for positive vacancies, the
room-temperature trapping rate to positively charged vacancies is typi-
cally much smaller than the positron annihilation rate. Hence, positively
charged vacancy defects are usually not observed in positron annihilation
spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.2. Calculated line-shape of the Doppler-broadened 511 keV γ-radiation emitted
by annihilating electron-positron pairs in the delocalized state of the InN
lattice, and trapped at an In vacancy in InN, respectively (Sects. 5.2, 6.2).
The momentum of annihilating e-p pairs is displayed in atomic units. S and
W parameters are commonly used to describe the peak line-shape via the
fractional counts in the low and high-momentum area, respectively.
4.2 Doppler broadening spectroscopy
In the electron-positron (e-p) annihilation process, the energy of the emit-
ted γ-radiation is Doppler shifted by the center of mass of electron and
positron momentum. While the positron can be considered completely
thermalized, the electron momentum is signiﬁcant. The energy shift ΔE
caused by the component of the electron momentum p in detection direc-
tion z is
ΔE =
1
2
cpz. (4.7)
Due to the distribution of electron momenta, a broadening of the annihila-
tion line-shape is observed when recording multiple annihilation events.
The shape of the annihilation line, L(Eγ), is given by the one-dimensional
momentum distribution of the annihilating e-p pair,
L(Eγ) ∝
∫ ∫
dpxdpyρ(p); pz =
2
c
ΔEγ (4.8)
For positrons annihilating in the trapped state at an open volume de-
fect, the line-shape of the annihilation spectrum narrows due to an in-
creased annihilation fraction with low-momentum valence electrons, and
a decrease in high-momentum core electron annihilations (Fig. 4.2). The
measured annihilation spectrum is characteristic for a certain annihila-
tion state and can also be calculated with DFT (Sect. 5.2). Hence, Doppler
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broadening spectroscopy can be used for the chemical identiﬁcation of an-
nihilation states.
Energy sensitive high-purity Ge-detectors are used for recording the an-
nihilation γ-radiation. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of the
Gaussian detector resolution function of ∼1.3 keV (at 0.511 MeV) is in
the range of the typical line width of the annihilation radiation (2–3 keV).
Therefore, a large number number of events (∼1× 106) has to be recorded
to ensure statistical reliability. Instead of looking at the complete spec-
trum, line-shape parameters are often employed to analyze the Doppler
broadening. The commonly used S and W parameters (Fig. 4.2) character-
ize the relative counts in the low and high momentum areas of the spec-
trum, respectively, with usual integration windows of |pL(S)| < 0.4 a.u.
(ΔEγ < 0.75 keV) and 1.5 a.u.< |pL(W )| < 3.9 a.u. (2.9 keV < ΔEγ < 7.3
keV). For improvement of the spectra, measurements can be performed
in the coincidence mode [89, 90] where both annihilation photons are de-
tected simultaneously and only counted if energy conservation is fulﬁlled
(Etot = 1.022 MeV). This improves the peak-to-background ratio up to 106
and sharpens the detector resolution, which is especially required when
analyzing the full annihilation spectrum rather then using the line-shape
parameters.
In positron annihilation experiments the time-integrated annihilation pa-
rameter P (e.g., average positron lifetime, annihilation line-shape, S and
W parameter) is a superposition of the characteristic values of present
positron traps Pi and the crystal lattice Pb, weighted with the positron
annihilation fractions at the lattice (ηb) and the i-th defect (ηi), respec-
tively,
P = ηbPb +Σ
n
i=1ηiPi, with ηb = 1− Σni=1ηi. (4.9)
For a well-known set of characteristic parameters (Pi, Pb, λb), Eq.4.9 can
be used together with Eqs. (4.5) and (4.3), to determine the positron trap-
ping rate and density of a speciﬁc defect from the measured annihilation
parameters:
κeffi = λb
P − Pb
Pi − P +
n∑
j =i
κeffj
P − Pj
Pi − P = μiρi. (4.10)
While the experimental determination of defect trapping rates is straight-
forward for the case of only one dominant vacancy-type positron trap,
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the situation is signiﬁcantly complicated for several types of different
traps. Characteristic parameters of both defects and bulk can be de-
termined through measurement of representative samples with a well-
deﬁned defect structure and comparison with positron lifetime experi-
ments (Sect. 4.3). Additionally, DFT calculations of positron lifetimes and
momentum density spectra, as presented in Sect. 5.2, can be a powerful
tool in this context.
4.3 Positron lifetime spectroscopy
In positron lifetime spectroscopy, the time difference between the birth
and the annihilation of a positron is measured. The experimental positron
lifetime spectrum N(t),
N(t) = Ibe
−λbt +
n∑
i=1
Iie
−λit, (4.11)
is the probability distribution of positrons annihilating at the time t and
derived from solving the set of differential equations describing annihila-
tion in the defect-free bulk state and n defects [9]. One main advantage
of positron lifetime spectroscopy is that the different lifetime components
and, hence, defect trapping rates κi can be directly determined by decom-
position of the exponential decay spectrum in Eq. 4.11 [9],
κi = Ii(λb − λi) (4.12)
An important experimental quantity is the average positron lifetime τave
which is deﬁned as the center of mass of the positron lifetime spectrum,
τave =
Ib
λb
+
n∑
i=1
Ii
λi
= Ibτb +
n∑
i=1
Iiτi. (4.13)
While the decomposition of measured spectra can be considered reliable
only up to 3 decay components, the average lifetime can be determined
with high accuracy (<1 ps) independently of the number of trapping cen-
ters. Using τave as the annihilation parameter in Eq. 4.10, an additional
important method for the estimation of trapping rates is supplied.
The time resolution of common positron lifetime setups is in the range of
∼200–250 ps (FWHM) and mainly determined by the choice of detectors,
for which fast scintillators coupled to photomultiplier tubes are usually
used. This limits the determination of lifetimes to components longer
than 50 ps [9].
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4.4 Positron sources and beams
Experimental positron sources can be divided into two main classes, i.e.,
laboratory-scale sources using radioactive isotopes which decay through
the β+-mode, and sources utilizing positron generation through pair-pro-
duction. Positrons from pair-production are mainly available as a by-
product in large scale user facilities, and the γ-radiation can stem from,
e.g., bremsstrahlung or nuclear reactions. The β+-isotope 22Na decays to
22Ne through the reaction
22Na → 22Ne+ p+ νe + γ, (4.14)
under the emission of a positron, electron neutrino (νe) and a γ-quantum
of 1.27 MeV. The almost simultaneous emission of positron and γ-
quantum, which can be used as a convenient start-signal in positron life-
time experiments, as well as the high positron yield [9] of 90.4% make
22Na the most commonly used laboratory source. Due to the energy con-
tribution of the electron neutrino, the energy spectrum of positrons emit-
ted in the β+-decay is continuous with a maximum energy of 0.545 MeV.
This leads to a broad positron implantation proﬁle into an adjacent solid
with a mean implantation depth of, e.g., 40 μm in GaN [91].
If a speciﬁc depth inside a material should be probed, the supply of mono-
energetic positrons with well-deﬁned kinetic energies is necessary. This
is realized in slow-positron beams by moderation of energetic positrons
to room-temperature and subsequent acceleration by an electric ﬁeld. In
that way, an energy range from several tens of eV to several tens of keV
is accessible. Common moderators consist of a thin foil of material with
negative positron work function (e.g., tungsten) in which a certain frac-
tion of energetic positrons get ﬁrst thermalized and then spontaneously
re-emitted from the surface. The construction of slow-positron beams for
positron lifetime experiments is additionally complicated by the lack of an
obvious start signal. One method to overcome this challenge is bunching
of the positron beam [92].
The implantation proﬁle of monoenergetic positrons with the energy E in
a solid has a Makhovian proﬁle of the form [9, 93]
P (x,E) =
mxm−1
xm0
e
−( x
x0
)m
, with x0 =
AEr
ρΓ(1 + 1m)
. (4.15)
Here, m = 2, r = 1.6 and A = 4.0 μg cm−2 keV−r are widely used empirical
parameters [9, 94], Γ is the gamma function and ρ the mass density of the
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material. The mean positron implantation depth is given as
x¯ = AEr/ρ. (4.16)
Calculated implantation proﬁles and mean implantation depths for InN
are shown in Fig. 6.4 for representative positron implantation ener-
gies. Depth-dependent defect proﬁles can be determined from energy-
dependent measurements of a positron annihilation parameter by solv-
ing the one-dimensional positron diffusion equation under consideration
of the positron implantation proﬁle as, e.g., implemented in the ﬁtting tool
VEPFIT developed by van Veen et al. [95].
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5. Computational approach to electron
and positron states in
semiconductors
Electronic structure calculations using density functional theory (DFT)
methods are a powerful tool for ab-initio modeling of ground-state prop-
erties of semiconductors and have found wide application in materials
research [96], e.g., for the study of defects in InN [55–58, 64, 80, 84, 97].
Section 5.1 presents a short introduction to the basic concepts of DFT cal-
culations.
DFT calculations have been used extensively in Pub. III for the investiga-
tion of positron annihilation properties of vacancy defects in InN (Ch. 6).
The integration of positrons into electronic structure calculations is ac-
complished in the framework of the two-component density functional
theory [10, 11, 90, 98–101] and is introduced in Sect. 5.2.
5.1 Electronic structure calculations
The time-independent many-body Schrödinger equation for N electrons
in an external potential Vˆ is written in the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation as [96]:
HˆΨ = [Tˆ + Vˆ + Uˆ ]Ψ = [
N∑
i
(− h¯
2
2m
∇2i ) +
N∑
i
V (ri) +
N∑
i<j
U(ri, rj)]Ψ (5.1)
= EΨ
where Hˆ is the electronic Hamilton operator, Tˆ the kinetic energy and Û
the electron-electron interaction energy. In practice, it is impossible to
solve Eq. 5.1 for more than a few electrons.
Instead of solving Eq. 5.1 directly, DFT follows an alternative approach
which is summarized in the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [102]. It states
that the ground state properties of an N -electron system are uniquely
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determined by an electronic density n(r) which can be derived by ﬁnding
the global minimum of the functional EHK,
EHK[n] = T [n] + Eint[n] +
∫
dr Vext(r)n(r) + EII, (5.2)
with T [n] the kinetic energy, Eint the electronic and EII the ionic interac-
tion energy. For any external potential Vext, this energy minimum is equal
to the ground state energy of the studied system.
The Kohn-Sham ansatz [103] offers a way of solving Eq. 5.2 by analogy to
a system of non-interacting particles with the same electron density n,
EKS[n] = Ts[n]+
1
2
∫
drdr’ n(r)n(r’)|r− r’| +
∫
dr Vext(r)n(r)+EII+EXC[n], (5.3)
where Ts[n] is the kinetic energy of a system of noninteracting electrons
with the density n. EXC[n] is the exchange and correlation term which in-
cludes the difference in kinetic energy between the non-interacting model
system and Eq. 5.2 as well as all possible many-particle interactions,
EXC[n] = T [n]− Ts[n]− 12
∫
drdr’n(r)n(r’)|r− r’| + Eint[n]. (5.4)
One of the most common expressions for EXC is given with the local den-
sity approximation (LDA). Here, the energy contribution of each volume
element is replaced by the energy equivalent of a homogeneous electron
gas of the same density at that point (εhomXC ),
ELDAXC =
∫
drεhomXC (n(r))n(r). (5.5)
The N single electron Schrödinger equations in the Kohn-Sham approxi-
mation can be written as
−1
2
∇2ψi(r) + Veff(r)ψi(r) = εiψi(r), (5.6)
with the effective potential
Veff(r) =
∫
dr n(r)|r− r′| + Vext(r) +
δEXC[n]
δn(r) , (5.7)
where δEXC[n]δn(r) is the exchange and correlation potential. The electron den-
sity n(r) can be calculated by summation over all occupied single-particle
wavefunctions ψi in Eq. 5.6,
n(r) =
N∑
i=1
|ψi(r)|2, (5.8)
and its converged value is found by minimization of the energy in Eq. 5.3.
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5.2 Calculation of positron states and parameters
A possibility for integration of positrons into DFT calculations has been
introduced by Boron´ski and Nieminen [100] with the two-component
density functional theory (TCDFT). Here, the total energy functional in
Eq. 5.3 is generalized to include both positron (n+) and electron density
(n−),
E[n−, n+] =F [n−] + F [n+]−
∫
drdr’ n−(r)n+(r’)|r− r’| (5.9)
+
∫
dr Vext(r)[n−(r)− n+(r)] + Ee-pco [n−, n+],
where Ee-pco [n−, n+] is the electron-positron correlation-energy functional
and F [n∗] the single component functional for electrons or positrons,
F [n∗] = T [n∗] +
1
2
∫
drdr’n∗(r)n∗(r’)|r− r’| + EXC[n∗]. (5.10)
This leads to the following set of modiﬁed Kohn-Sham equations:
−1
2
∇2ψ−i (r) + V −eff(r)ψ−i = ε−i ψ−i (r), (5.11)
−1
2
∇2ψ+i (r) + V +eff(r)ψ+i = ε+i ψ+i (r). (5.12)
The effective potentials V −eff(r) and V
+
eff(r) are expressed as
V −eff(r) = −φ(r) +
δEXC[n−]
δn−(r)
+
δEe-pco [n+, n−]
δn−(r)
, (5.13)
V +eff(r) = φ(r) +
δEXC[n+]
δn+(r)
+
δEe-pco [n+, n−]
δn+(r)
, (5.14)
with the total Coulomb potential
φ(r) =
∫
dr’ −n−(r’) + n+(r’)|r− r’| − Vext(r)[n−(r)− n+(r)]. (5.15)
The densities of electrons and positrons can be calculated similarly to
Eq. 5.8 by summation over all occupied wavefunctions.
The electron-positron correlation functionalEe-pco [n+, n−] in Eq. 5.9 is badly
known for ﬁnite positron densities. A common approximation is the so-
called conventional scheme which assumes that the positron does not
inﬂuence the average electron density. Additionally, the enhancement
and electron-positron correlation functionals are evaluated in the zero-
positron density limit (n+ → 0). This is only exact for the case of a com-
pletely delocalized positron in the crystal lattice (bulk), but can be also
justiﬁed for ﬁnite positron densities localized at a defect site when con-
sidering the positron and its screening cloud as a neutral quasi-particle
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which does not inﬂuence the average electron density. In this scheme, the
electron density is ﬁrst calculated independently and then the positron
state (Eq. 5.12) is solved in the potential
V+(r) = −
∫
dr’ n−(r’)|r− r’| − Vext(r) + Vcorr(n−(r)), (5.16)
i.e., the sum of the attractive Hartree potential due to electrons, the ex-
ternal potential due to the nuclei, and Vcorr(n−(r)), the electron-positron
correlation potential at the n+ → 0 limit. For the latter, the Boronski-
Nieminen parametrization can be used [100].
The positron annihilation rate can be calculated as
λ =
1
τ
= πr2ec
∫
drn+(r)n−(r)γ(n−(r)), (5.17)
where γ(n−(r)) is an enhancement factor which accounts for the increased
electron-positron contact density due to the screening, solved in the zero-
positron limit within the LDA [100].
In order to calculate the momentum distribution of annihilating electron-
positron pairs, further approximations have to be made. The approxima-
tion γ(n−(r)) = 1 is called the independent particle model. In the state-
dependent scheme by Alatalo et al. [90], an electron-state dependent but
position and momentum-independent enhancement factor is used,
γj =
λ(BN-LDA)j
λ(IPM)j
. (5.18)
Here, λ(BN-LDA)j is the Boronski-Nieminen parametrized [100] annihilation
rate in the LDA,
λ(BN-LDA)j = πr
2
ec
∫
dr n+(r)|ψj(r)|2γ(n−(r)), (5.19)
and λ(IPM)j is the annihilation rate for γ=1. In this approximation, the
momentum density of annihilating electron-positron pairs is written as
ρ(p) = πr2ec
∑
j
γj |
∫
dre−iprψ+(r)ψj(r)|2. (5.20)
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6. Identiﬁcation of dominant
vacancy-type positron traps in InN
Early positron annihilation studies of InN found considerable trapping
of positrons at open volume defects in as-grown material deposited by
MBE [104, 105] and MOCVD [70], as well as irradiated [65] and Si-doped
samples [106, 107]. Comparison with simple atomic superposition cal-
culations [98] of the positron lifetime and electron-positron momentum
distribution identiﬁed the positron traps in early MBE-grown ﬁlms as In-
sublattice related vacancies [104, 105]. However, the exact chemical iden-
tity of these defects remained unknown. Further studies indicated the
presence of several types of positron traps in different areas and samples
(Pubs. I, II).
In Pub. III, a comprehensive search of potential vacancy-type posi-
tron traps in InN was performed using state-of-the-art density func-
tional theory methods [101]. Calculated positron annihilation parame-
ters (Sect. 6.2) of energetically favorable vacancy defects and complexes
(Sect. 6.1) are compared to positron lifetime (Pubs. I, II) and high-
resolution Doppler broadening spectra (Pub. II) of several representative
InN samples in order to identify the dominant vacancy-type positron traps
in common InN material.
6.1 Computational details
Positron trapping and annihilation properties for a selection of isolated
vacancies (VIn, VN), mixed (nVIn-mVN) and pure vacancy clusters (nVIn,
mVN) and vacancy-impurity complexes (VIn-nON, VIn-SiIn) in InN have
been investigated using density functional theory calculations. The se-
lection of defect structures was motivated by previous experimental evi-
dence [108] and DFT calculations (Fig. 2.4). Calculations have been per-
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formed applying the conventional scheme in the framework of the two-
component density functional theory (Sect. 5.2), i.e., the positron density
is assumed not to inﬂuence the system’s average electron density, and the
zero-positron density limit of the enhancement and electron-positron cor-
relation energy functionals are used.
Electronic structure calculations were performed using a 96-atom InN
wurtzite supercell, and valence electron densities were calculated self-
consistently using the local density approximation (LDA) and projector
augmented-wave method (PAW) [109] implemented in the VASP code
[110]. All defects were calculated in the neutral charge state. Details
on the construction of the defect supercells can be found in Pub. III.
Ionic positions were relaxed with a convergence criterium of 0.01 eV/Å
for forces. Indium 4d electrons were treated as valence and an energy
cut-off of 400 eV was chosen. The Brillouin zone was sampled with a 3×3
Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh. The positron density was solved indepen-
dently in the calculated Coulomb potential due to electrons and nuclei
and the e-p correlation potential (Eq. 5.16). Subsequently, the positron
annihilation rate and lifetime (Eq. 5.19) and the momentum distribution
of annihilating e-p pairs (Eq. 5.20) were calculated in the state-dependent
scheme [90] (Sect. 5.2). For comparing the calculated 3D momentum den-
sity to 1D experimental spectra, the calculated spectra were integrated
over the wurtzite m-plane and convoluted with a Gaussian of 0.53 a.u.
and 0.66 a.u. FWHM, respectively, to simulate the experimental reso-
lution function in coincidence and conventional Doppler measurements.
The S and W line shape parameters were calculated from the spectra con-
voluted with 0.66 a.u. FWHM using integration windows as mentioned in
Sect. 4.2.
6.2 Computational results
The optimized lattice constants for wurtzite InN are calculated as a =
3.510 Å, c/a = 1.610 and u = 0.379, in good agreement with litera-
ture [17, 57]. The positron density in the InN lattice is fully delocalized
[Fig. 6.1 (a)], and a positron lifetime of 157 ps is obtained. The differ-
ence to the experimental lifetime value [105] of ∼180 ps stems from using
the LDA enhancement factor. The choice of the LDA is motivated by our
focus on the calculation of momentum distributions [101]. In this approx-
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Figure 6.1. Isosurface plot of the calculated positron density (transparent sphere) in the
relaxed lattice structure of bulk InN (a), and supercells containing a 4VN (b),
VIn (c) and 2VIn (d) defect. Silver (light) and green (dark) balls indicate N and
In ions, respectively.
imation, good agreement with experiments is achieved [101] for positron
lifetime differences, Δτ = τdefect − τbulk, rather than absolute values.
The calculation of the positron state in the defect supercells shows that
isolated VN and pure VN complexes in the neutral or positive charge state
do not localize the positron density. Isolated VIn, on the other hand, are
efﬁcient positron traps in InN. This remains the case for all calculated
defect complexes which include at least one VIn. The calculated positron
lifetime difference of the VIn to the InN lattice is 85 ps, which is in good
agreement with the ∼ 80 ps observed in experiments [105, 107]. Positron
lifetimes for most of the remaining In-vacancy related defect complexes
are very similar with lifetime differences of Δτ = 85–95 ps. Only for the
case of the larger 2VIn-VN and VIn-3VN complexes, lifetimes are higher
with 109 and 99 ps difference to the InN lattice, respectively. Therefore,
positron lifetime measurements are suitable to detect the presence of va-
cancy defects in InN, but can not be used to distinguish between different
vacancy-type positron traps.
Figure 6.2 displays the calculated momentum density spectra of the in-
vestigated vacancy structures. The spectra are shown as ratio curves,
for which the raw calculated defect momentum density distributions
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Figure 6.2. Ratio curves of the calculated momentum densities of annihilating e-p pairs
in selected vacancy complexes in InN. All spectra are convoluted with a Gaus-
sian of 0.53 a.u. FWHM (except V 0.66 a.u.In , FWHM = 0.66 a.u.) and divided by
the momentum density spectrum of the InN lattice.
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(Fig. 4.2) were folded at the center (0 a.u.) and divided by the spectrum
for the defect-free InN lattice in order to accentuate the defect-induced
changes. The ratio curve for the VIn [Fig. 6.2 (a)] exhibits a distinct line
shape with a maximum of roughly 1.08 at the peak center region (0 a.u.).
For momenta above 0.6 a.u. the spectrum drops below 1 and an articulate
shoulder is visible at 1.2 a.u. At around 3.3 a.u. a second broad peak ap-
pears with an intensity of around 0.8 relative to the InN lattice. For the
2VIn complex, a slight increase of the peak at 3.3 a.u. is visible but the
absolute intensity at these momentum values is already reduced by ∼103
compared to the peak maximum and discrimination (in experiments) is
hence considerably complicated. For the 3VIn, the ratio curve changes sig-
niﬁcantly with an increased peak maximum and a more pronounced drop
at 2.1 a.u. However, the overall line-shape is still very similar to the VIn
and 2VIn.
Fig. 6.2 (b) shows the computed ratio curves of mixed nVIn-mVN complexes.
A systematic trend compared to the isolated VIn is visible in the spectra
when adding an increasing number of VN around a single VIn. A strong
increase of the zero momentum maximum to over 1.15 for the VIn-3VN is
visible which is related to the increase in open volume. At the same time,
the intensity of the shoulder at 1.2 a.u. decreases with increasing number
of VN until it entirely disappears for the VIn-3VN. The ratio curve of the
2VIn-VN is close to the VIn-VN for lower momentum values but starts to
deviate at around 1.4 a.u. with lower intensities at higher momenta.
The ratio curves of In vacancy-impurity complexes are shown in Fig. 6.2
(c). For VIn-ON complexes, the peak maximum decreases with increasing
number of O ions while the intensity in the spectral range above 0.9 a.u.
increases, including the shoulder at 1.2 a.u. and the peak at 3.4 a.u. The
form of the VIn-ON ratio curve is close to the VIn and resembles a case of
VIn trapping with reduced annihilation fraction of η ≈ 0.8. The spectrum
of the VIn-SiIn is very similar to the VIn and hence hardly distinguishable
in experiments. The case is different for the ratio curve of the VIn-3ON
which possesses distinct features with the shoulders at 1.2 and 3.6 a.u.,
respectively, that should be identiﬁable in coincidence Doppler measure-
ments.
The calculated S and W line-shape parameters for the modeled defect
structures are shown in Fig. 6.3. All parameters are normalized to the
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Figure 6.3. Calculated S and W line-shape parameters for VIn and complexes in InN.
Line-shape parameters were determined from calculated defect spectra
which were convoluted with a Gaussian with 0.66 a.u. FWHM, using con-
ventional energy windows (Sect. 4.2). All parameters have been divided by
the respective value for the InN bulk.
InN bulk. For the VIn, characteristic parameters of S = 1.057 and W = 0.78
are obtained. The 2VIn point lies very close to this value. The 3VIn complex
is located on an extension of the InN -VIn line, i.e., in case of annihilation
fractions below η ∼0.8 it can not be distinguished from isolated VIn. For
the VIn-mON complexes, the situation is comparable. Their position in
the SW plot can be reproduced by a reduced annihilation fraction at the
isolated VIn. Therefore, a distinction between pure VIn and VIn-impurity
complexes based on their S and W parameters is difﬁcult. For the case of
mixed nVIn-mVN complexes, however, a clear deviation from the VIn-InN
line is visible. For an increasing number of VN in the vacancy complex, its
S parameter increases with only minor changes in the W parameter, hence
causing the observed deviation. This leads to clearly different slopes for
the VIn - InN, and (VIn-mVN) -InN lines.
6.3 Doppler broadening and positron lifetime measurements
In order to identify the dominant positron traps in common InN mate-
rial, positron annihilation measurements were performed on a selection
of representative as-grown and irradiated InN layers grown by different
growth methods. Three samples are studied in more detail and are pre-
sented in Table 6.1. Sample I is MBE-grown material [65] which has been
irradiated with 2 MeV He ions to a ﬂuence of 8.9×1015 cm−2, the remain-
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ing samples are as-grown. Sample II is a Si-doped InN layer deposited by
MBE [68], sample III has been grown by MOCVD [70, 71] . All samples
were deposited as ∼500 nm thick layers on sapphire substrates. For sam-
ples I and II a GaN buffer layer has been grown between the substrate
and the InN layer. Further details on the growth and characteristics of
the samples can be found elsewhere [65, 68, 70, 71, 107, 111].
Depth-dependent Doppler broadening spectra (Pubs. I, II, V) show a
strong proﬁle in the recorded line-shape parameters from near-surface to
the near-interface area for sample I and sample II. A similar proﬁle has
been observed in depth-dependent measurements of the average positron
lifetime (Ref. [111] and Pub. I). In sample III, no such proﬁle is found and
a constant line-shape parameter is measured for the entire layer area of
the sample. Figure 6.4 (a) shows the measured S-parameters of sample
II for positron implantation energies from 0–20 keV. After annihilation
at surface-speciﬁc states for low implantation energies, the S-parameter
drops quickly to a local minimum at∼6 keV. Comparison with the positron
implantation proﬁle (Eq. 4.15) at this energy [Fig. 6.4 (b)] reveals that
this point is representative for annihilations from the ﬁrst 150nm of the
sample, with a mean implantation depth of x¯=100nm. Deeper inside the
sample, the S-parameter increases to a local maximum at ∼12 keV (corre-
sponding to a mean implantation depth of x¯=310nm) and positrons probe
a wide region reaching the interface to the GaN buffer layer. For higher
implantation energies a signiﬁcant number of positrons annihilate in the
GaN buffer layer pulling the measured S-parameter towards the value of
the GaN lattice. The solid curve in Fig. 6.4 (a) shows a ﬁt of the measured
spectrum using the multi-layer ﬁtting program VEPFIT [95]. It reveals
that the experimental spectrum can be well described assuming a two-
layer structure of the S-parameter inside the InN ﬁlm (see dashed line)
Table 6.1. Studied samples and experimentally determined line-shape parameters of the
respective dominant positron trap. All parameters are extrapolated to satura-
tion trapping and divided by the reference values measured in InN lattice.
Layer: Interface:
ID Sample S/Sref W/Wref S/Sref W/Wref
I MBE, irr. 1.042 0.80 1.083 0.78
II MBE, Si-doped 1.051 0.83 1.077 0.81
III MOCVD 1.052 0.81 / /
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Figure 6.4. Measured S parameter (open circles) of sample II as a function of the mean
positron implantation depth (a). Corresponding implantation energies are
given for comparison. The solid line shows a ﬁt of the data using a simple
three-layer model of the S-parameter (dashed line). Figure (b) shows the cal-
culated positron implantation proﬁles and fractions for positron implantation
energies of 6 keV (I) and 12 keV (II).
with a 300 nm thick near-surface and 200 nm thick near-interface layer
and a positron diffusion length of ∼5 nm.
Representative for the near-surface ("Layer") and near-interface ("Inter-
face") areas of the sample, the measured S and W parameters at x¯=100
nm (6 keV) and x¯=310nm (12 keV) are plotted as open symbols in Fig. 6.5.
Line shape parameters for sample I have been determined accordingly
(Pub. II). Sample III does not exhibit any depth-proﬁle in the line shape
parameters and hence only one set of parameters is displayed. All sam-
ples were measured perpendicular to the c-axis and determined parame-
ters are normalized with the value of an InN reference sample for which
no positron trapping to open volume defects is observed [112].
Positron lifetime measurements of sample I [113] and II (Pub. I) showed
an increase of the average positron lifetime from the near-surface to near-
interface area, similar as observed in Doppler broadening spectra. A de-
composition of the lifetime spectrum yields two dominant components,
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Figure 6.5. Experimentally determined S and W values from a conventional Doppler
broadening setup for different samples (Table 6.1). Open symbols correspond
to directly measured values, closed symbols have been extrapolated using
trapping fractions estimated from positron lifetime measurements. Different
symbols are used for different samples.
τ1 = 184 ps and τ2 = 260 ps. The ﬁrst component, τ1, is in good agreement
with earlier measured values for the InN lattice [105]. The lifetime dif-
ference Δ(τ2− τ1) coincides within the margin of error with the calculated
value for the VIn and smaller vacancy complexes in InN. Close to the in-
terface a longer lifetime component contributes to the spectrum, yet only
with an intensity of a few percent. Based on the positron lifetime spec-
tra, the positron annihilation fractions at the dominant vacancy defects
for the “Layer” and “Interface” points of samples I and II were estimated
as ηI,Layer = 0.47, ηII,Layer = 0.34, ηI,Interface = 0.47 and ηII,Interface = 0.52, re-
spectively. The determined annihilation fractions could be used to extrap-
olate the measured S and W parameter of samples I and II to saturation
trapping (Fig. 6.5, closed symbols).
Figure 6.6 shows the ratio curves of annihilating electron-positron pairs
at the dominant open-volume positron traps in the layer (and interface)
region of samples I, II and III, as measured using the coincidence Doppler
technique (Sect. 4.2). The recorded momentum distributions for samples
I and II were again extrapolated to saturation trapping using the above
annihilation fractions. When comparing the experimental ratio curve in
the layer region of sample I to the calculated momentum distributions
in section 6.1, we ﬁnd good agreement with the spectrum of the isolated
VIn. In the central region of the peak slightly higher intensities are found
in the calculated spectrum compared to the experimental one. This re-
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Figure 6.6. Experimental coincidence Doppler spectra of the investigated samples in the
layer (a,b) and interface (c) region. The data have been divided by a suitable
reference spectrum for the InN lattice. Computational ratio curves are shown
for comparison.
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gion is mostly sensitive to the size of the open volume of the positron trap,
with higher intensities for larger volumes. The calculated 2VIn and VIn-ON
complexes possess an overall rather similar shape of the ratio curve and
based on this also have to be considered as possible sources of the defect
signal. Nevertheless, the available lifetime data do not support the re-
duced annihilation fraction which would be required for an identiﬁcation
of the experimental spectrum with the VIn-ON. Although the differences
between the VIn and 2VIn complex are more subtle and hence the 2VIn can-
not be ruled out as a contribution to the signal, the ratio curve of VIn gives
the best overall approximation of the experimental spectrum. Therefore
we identify the positron trap created in irradiated InN with the isolated
VIn.
Compared to sample I, the as-grown samples II and III show several dif-
ferences in their ratio curves. First, the intensity in the peak center region
is clearly increased. The intensity difference to the InN lattice is thereby
magniﬁed by about 35 % compared to the spectrum of sample I. This is
supported by very accurate statistics in this spectral region. Second, a
signiﬁcant decrease of the shoulder at 1.2 a.u. is visible, also with high
statistical accuracy. Third, the drop at 2 a.u. is less pronounced, followed
by slightly higher intensities in the high momentum region of the spec-
trum. Nevertheless, stronger scatter starts to dominate this region. A
comparison with the calculated defect spectra in Sect. 6.1 reveals that
these changes coincide with the effects of the decoration of a VIn by VN,
as presented in Fig. 6.2 (b). Especially the characteristic decrease of the
shoulder at 1.2 a.u. in the experimental ratio curve cannot be correlated
with any other calculated vacancy defect complex (see additionally Hau-
takangas et al. [114]). This is also expressed in the observed deviation of
the characteristic line-shape parameters of sample II and III from the line
determined by the characteristic points of sample I and the InN lattice in
Fig. 6.5. A similar trend can be observed for the calculated VIn-nVN pa-
rameters in Fig. 6.3. Judging from the intensity of the observed changes
in the ratio plots an identiﬁcation of the experimental spectra with VIn-VN
is most feasible, with possible inﬂuence from the VIn-2VN. This assign-
ment is in good agreement with the positron lifetime data [107].
A strong change in the Doppler broadening signal is observed for sample
I and II close to the interface region, as visible in Fig. 6.5. In both sam-
ples a strong increase in the peak center intensity to about 1.12 is visible,
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which is over 2-fold compared to that observed in the irradiated layer.
Additionally, the signal drops straight to the minimum at 2 a.u. without
showing anymore the shoulder which is visible in the layer region of both
samples. The observed trends are qualitatively very similar to the ones
described in the previous section for the layer region of samples II and
III, but intensiﬁed. Therefore, we identify the induced changes with an
increase in the decoration of VIn with VN. When comparing to calculated
momentum distributions, the best agreement is found for the spectrum of
the VIn-3VN complex. Results from both conventional Doppler broadening
(Fig. 6.5) and positron lifetime spectroscopy additionally support this as-
signment [107, 113].
Based on the above data, the dominant positron traps created in high-
energy particle irradiation of MBE grown InN layers are identiﬁed as
isolated VIn, while in as-grown MBE and MOCVD material the observed
defect is a mixed VIn-VN vacancy complex. The changes at the interface of
both irradiated material and as-grown layers are assigned to the forma-
tion of larger VIn-nVN complexes with an average of about 3 VN surround-
ing the VIn.
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7. Vacancy formation and evolution
In Ch. 6, the dominant vacancy type positron traps in common InN ma-
terial have been identiﬁed. In the following, their formation mechanisms
and evolution upon different treatments and sample conditions, and de-
pendence on different growth methods and parameters is investigated.
Section 7.1 focuses on InN layers deposited by MBE. In state-of-the-art
MBE-grown material with low free electron concentrations the density
of VIn-related defects is found to be at or below the detection limit of
positron annihilation techniques. As-grown InN can be turned highly n-
type using, e.g., Si-doping (Sect. 7.1.2) or high-energy particle irradiation
(Sect. 7.1.1). In n-type layers, trapping to open-volume positron traps is
found to increase with the free electron concentration. Additional effects
were encountered at layer/substrate interfaces. A study of the interplay
of vacancies and extended defects at interfaces is presented in Sect. 7.1.3.
While MBE techniques are suitable for the growth of highest-quality lay-
ers, MOCVD growth does possess strong advantages in terms of indus-
trial applicability. Although strong improvements have been made in
recent years [27, 30], the quality of MOCVD grown InN remained still
somewhat inferior with carrier concentrations in the mid-1018 cm−3, about
one magnitude larger than in state-of-the-art PA-MBE grown InN mate-
rial [4, 115]. In Sect. 7.2, the point defect landscape in MOCVD grown
layers is investigated with focus on the growth temperature as critical
parameter during MOCVD growth.
7.1 MBE growth
State-of-the-art as-grown InN layers deposited by MBE can exhibit free
electron concentrations as low as ∼1017 cm−3 [4]. In these layers, III-
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Figure 7.1. S and W line-shape parameters of the Doppler broadened e-p γ-annihilation
radiation for different samples and areas.
sublattice related vacancy defects have been found to be at or below the
detection limit of positron annihilation spectroscopy, i.e., in the 1016 cm−3
range [111]. This can be understood considering the high position of the
Fermi-stabilization energy deep inside the conduction band of the mate-
rial (Sect. 2.2) and the predominantly negative charge state of VIn-related
defects in InN (Sect. 2.4). The formation of acceptor type point defects
should be unfavorable in low conductivity material. However, the exper-
imentally observed defect concentrations are still by magnitudes higher
than those corresponding to calculated formation energies of VIn and its
complexes in InN (Sect. 2.4). In Eq. 3.2, a vacancy concentration of 1016
cm−3 requires a formation energy of ∼1 eV when assuming a growth tem-
perature of 550oC. In spite of this, theoretical formation energies of VIn-
related defects in InN are at least 3 eV (which translates to defect concen-
trations of < 104 cm−3), even in highly n-type conditions. This large dis-
crepancy between experimental and theoretical vacancy concentrations
suggests that point defect properties in InN are far away from thermal
equilibrium and, hence, alternative defect formation mechanisms dictate
the defect concentrations in available InN material. This could be partly
explained (Sect.3.4) by the low temperature applied in InN growth com-
pared to, e.g., the growth of GaN. For GaN, growth temperatures are at
least 200–300o higher and experimental vacancy concentrations are found
to agree well with results from DFT calculations [116]. Additionally, an
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underestimation of calculated defect formation energies in InN should not
be ruled out.
Recent results [111] suggest that limited diffusion of surface adatoms dur-
ing MBE growth could play a major role in determining the In vacancy
related defect concentration in high-quality material. Moreover, a strong
correlation between the layer thickness and VIn concentrations [105],
as well as the observed enhanced vacancy formation close to the layer-
substrate interface (Pub. V) suggest that interface-related phenomena are
important factors.
7.1.1 Irradiation and annealing
High-energy particle irradiation is an effective way to control the conduc-
tivity of undoped InN [69]. Irradiation with 2 MeV 4He+ ions was found to
introduce native donors with an electron production rate of ∼4×104 cm−1
until saturation of the free electron concentration at ∼4×1020 cm−3 [69]
(Fig. 8.3), and the mobility was shown to decrease with the electron con-
centration (Ch. 8). According to earlier work with positron annihilation
spectroscopy [65], acceptor type defects are introduced at much lower
rates of ∼100 and 2000 cm−1 for vacancy and negative-ion type defects,
respectively. After rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at temperatures rang-
ing from 425 to 475oC, the mobility signiﬁcantly improved with only small
changes in the electron concentration [69].
Doppler broadening spectroscopy has been used to study the point defect
landscape in MBE-grown 2 MeV 4He+-irradiated InN layers after RTA.
Fig. 7.1 shows the measured line-shape parameter of a representative
sample irradiated with a ﬂuence of φ = 8.9×1015 cm−2 before [65] and
after RTA at 475oC [111]. All points are normalized with the value of an
InN reference sample for which no positron trapping to open volume de-
fects is observed [112]. In the as-grown layer, the measured line-shape
parameters are close to the value of the InN bulk [65]. After irradia-
tion with a ﬂuence of φ = 8.9×1015 cm−2, an increase in positron trapping
at open-volume defects is detected and a constant line-shape parameter
(5a) of S = 1.020 and W = 0.90 relative to the InN lattice is measured
throughout the whole InN layer. Upon RTA [69], a proﬁle in the depth
dependent spectrum of the S-parameter is developed for the investigated
set of samples [111], with a minimum close to the InN surface, for low
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positron implantation energies (“layer”), and a maximum for higher ener-
gies (“interface”) when a considerable number of positrons is annihilating
near the interface with the GaN buffer layer (cf. Sect. 6.3). The "layer"
point remains on the same line deﬁned by the as-irradiated sample, but
is shifted closer toward the lattice point. This indicates an unchanged
identity of the dominant irradiation-induced positron trap but a decrease
of the annihilation fraction. In Ch. 6, the dominant open volume positron
trap in the layer region of the irradiated sample has been identiﬁed as
the isolated VIn. The "interface" point is shifted to higher S-values with
only minor changes in the W parameter. This indicates a change in the
identity of the dominant vacancy-type positron trap near the interface,
which could be identiﬁed as complexing of the VIn with approximately 2–3
VN (Ch. 6). The observed re-arrangement of vacancy defects near the in-
terface is supported by TEM measurements where an increased density
of dislocation loops is observed after RTA, possibly resulting from an ag-
glomeration of irradiation-induced vacancy defects [69, 117].
It can be concluded that high-energy particle irradiation introduces iso-
lated VIn as dominant vacancy-type positron traps. Subsequent annealing
leads to a re-arrangement of vacancies [111]. VIn become mobile at or be-
low the annealing temperature and start to move toward the surface or
the interface with the GaN buffer where they either recombine, anneal
out (at the surface) or form complexes with residual VN (interface). As-
suming a jump rate of 1 s−1 and diffusion coefﬁcient D0 = 1013s−1 [118]
, an upper limit of Eb ≤ 1.9 eV for the migration barrier of the VIn can
be estimated, based on an annealing temperature of T ≤ 475◦C. This is
in good agreement with the calculated value of 1.6 eV [57] and indicates
that isolated VIn are mobile during InN growth at the usual growth tem-
peratures of ∼ 550◦C for MBE.
7.1.2 Si-doping
Si on the In lattice site (SiIn) is an effective n-dopant in InN [4, 37, 56]. In
Pubs. I, V and VI, Si-doped InN layers with free electron concentrations
of 1×1018–6.6×1020 cm−3 have been investigated. All samples were de-
posited as ∼500 nm thick layers on sapphire substrates with a GaN buffer
layer of ∼200 nm. For more details on the sample properties, please see
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Sect. 2.5.
Figure 7.1 shows the measured line-shape S and W parameters at the
“Layer” and “Interface”’ points (Sect. 6.3) for a selection of Si-doped sam-
ples with free electron concentrations of mid-1019 cm−3 and above. All
points have been divided by the characteristic value of a suitable reference
sample for the InN lattice where no positron trapping to open volume de-
fects is observed. Measured line-shape parameters for lower-doped sam-
ples are close to the characteristic point for the InN lattice (Pub. I) and
omitted in the ﬁgure. For samples 1 - 4, all "layer" points fall on one line
through the characteristic point of the InN reference sample. Hence [12],
one dominant vacancy-type positron trap is present, which could be iden-
tiﬁed in Ch. 6 as the VIn-VN complex. No isolated VIn are observed in
the measurements of as-grown Si-doped InN. Therefore we conclude that
in InN, in-grown VIn are stabilized through the formation of complexes
with VN. This is supported by recent DFT results [57] that predict a pos-
itive binding energy between VIn and VN. Vacancy-stabilization through
the formation of vacancy-donor complexes has been observed also in GaN
(see [119] and the references therein) and AlN [120]. With increasing free
electron concentration from 4.5×1019 cm−3 to 6.6×1020 cm−3 , the mea-
sured S (W) parameter increases (decreases) which indicates an increas-
ing positron annihilation fraction at the vacancy complexes from sample
1 to 4. At room temperature, the measured layer S parameter of sam-
ple 2 is lower than the determined value in sample 3, hence, not obeying
that trend. Measurements at high temperature, however, were found to
reverse the order (Ch. 8).
For the "interface" points, an increase in the S-parameter and deviation
from the "layer" line is observed for samples 2–4 due to less pronounced
changes in the W-parameter. This coincides with the changes observed at
the interface of the irradiated samples after annealing (Sect. 7.1.1) and
could be explained with increased decoration of the VIn-VN complexes by
VN (Ch. 6). The observation of enhanced formation of larger VIn-nVN com-
plexes toward the interface with the GaN buffer layer in both irradiated
material after annealing, as well as Si-doped samples, indicates that the
interface acts as a sink for vacancy defects. An agglomeration of both
VIn and VN in that area is necessary to provide the required proximity of
defects for the promotion of vacancy clustering. Duan et al. have calcu-
lated [64] for n-type conditions a positive binding energy between single
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VN and a strong tendency for the formation of larger VN clusters. Hence,
the formation of the observed VIn-nVN complexes at the interface could oc-
cur through a precursor state of nVN+VIn → VIn-nVN, as proposed also for
Mg-doped InN [121].
7.1.3 Interaction between vacancies and extended defects
InN has a large lattice mismatch with common substrate and buffer ma-
terials, e.g., 10%, 13% and 25% for c-plane GaN, AlN and sapphire, re-
spectively [5]. Therefore, a large number of strain releasing dislocations
(Ch. 3) are expected to form at the interface between the InN layer and
the buffer/ substrate. In order to investigate the interaction between the
formation of point and extended defects at InN interfaces, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements of the Si-doped and irradiated
samples were performed (Pub. V). Figure 2.5 shows a cross-sectional TEM
micrograph obtained in weak beam (WB) conditions with a reciprocal lat-
tice vector of g = 11-20 for a representative Si-doped sample. Edge and
mixed type dislocations are visible distributed throughout the InN layer
with an average density of 4.0×109 cm−2 and 1.1×109 cm−2, respectively.
An agglomeration of dislocations close to the InN/GaN interface can be
noticed. The density of screw type dislocations is 3.1×108 cm−2 which cor-
responds to ∼6% of the total dislocation density. Additionally, a high den-
sity (3×105 cm−1) of stacking faults was revealed in WB conditions [122]
with g = 10-10 (not shown here). In the irradiated InN ﬁlm, earlier TEM
results [117] showed irradiation induced creation of dislocation loops, ad-
ditional to planar defects introduced during growth. After annealing at
475 ◦C the density of dislocation loops increased from 2.2×1010 cm−2 to
9.0×1010 cm−2 [69, 117]. Vacancy agglomeration after annealing was pro-
posed to be the reason for this increase.
The observed increase in vacancy clustering at the InN/Gan interface co-
incides with elevated dislocation densities in that area. In order to assess
whether the strain ﬁeld in the vicinity of dislocations could affect the for-
mation energy of point defects we performed DFT calculations of strained
InN bulk cells. We found that typical strain associated with screw dislo-
cations (0–15% shear) decreases the formation energies of VIn and VN only
slightly by ≤30 meV, and hence should not play any major role. Compre-
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hensive theoretical calculations including the effect of edge dislocations
will be published elsewhere [123]. However, besides strain-related inﬂu-
ences on the defect formation energies, dislocation movement and/or dec-
oration of dislocations should also be considered as possible dislocation
related vacancy formation mechanisms. To the best of our knowledge,
no direct correlation between dislocation densities and vacancy concen-
trations in InN could be established so far [62, 115]. This is in contrast
to GaN where vacancy concentrations and dislocation densities tend to
be correlated [124]. Recent results by Kraeusel et al. [125] indicate that
stable dislocation cores including vacancies also exist in InN. It should
be noted that the presence of dislocations might also directly affect the
positron annihilation signal [126] and it has been suggested that dislo-
cations act as shallow traps for positrons. Exceptionally low values for
the positron diffusion length in the InN samples do indicate the presence
of additional positron trapping centers with annihilation characteristics
close to the bulk [127]. Calculations on positron trapping and annihilation
at dislocations in wurtzite semiconductors are currently being performed
to clarify this issue.
7.2 MOCVD growth
The utilization of metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) for
the growth of InN layers is strongly desired for industrial application
of the material thanks to its good scalability [27, 30]. Unfortunately,
MOCVD grown InN still exhibits rather high electron concentrations
and lower crystal quality compared to state-of-the-art MBE InN. Both,
point defects such as nitrogen vacancies (VN) and interstitials (NI), as
well as hydrogen impurities introduced in MOCVD growth through the
use of NH3 as the nitrogen source have been proposed as the responsible
donors behind the increased electron concentrations in as-grown MOCVD
InN [28, 29, 63, 128]. In MOCVD growth of InN the growth temperature is
an especially delicate parameter with large impact on the material qual-
ity. It is limited on the low-temperature end by insufﬁcient decomposition
of NH3, and nitrogen out-diffusion on the high-temperature end.
In order to investigate the role of the growth temperature on the incorpo-
ration of point defects in the material a set of InN layers was deposited by
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Figure 7.2. S-parameter of different MOCVD grown InN layers as a function of the
positron implantation energy/ mean implantation depth. Characteristic val-
ues of the InN and GaN lattices are displayed for comparison. Solid lines are
guides to the eye.
MOCVD on GaN templates at temperatures from 500 to 550oC. Doppler
broadening measurements were performed at room temperature and the
recorded line-shape S parameters are displayed in Fig. 7.2 as a function
of the positron implantation energy for the investigated set of samples
(Table 2.1). At low implantation energies, i.e., low mean implantation
depth, most positrons annihilate at the surface of the material, which
is characterized by a surface speciﬁc annihilation parameter. At around
3 keV, positrons penetrate deeper into the sample and the surface effects
become negligible. The S-parameter decreases rapidly towards the value
speciﬁc for the InN layer. As visible, these are in all samples close to
the characteristic value for InN bulk and hence no vacancy trapping is
observed. The InN reference value has been determined by measuring
a reference sample in which all positrons annihilate in the delocalized
state of the InN lattice. With higher implantation energies the spectrum
shows for all samples except sample No.1 a strong proﬁle with increas-
ing S-parameter and a maximum at around 7.5 keV, i.e., a mean positron
implantation depth of ∼ 150 nm. This indicates an increase in positron
trapping to vacancy-type defects. The turning point at about half of the
layer thickness [129] is caused by positrons annihilating in the GaN tem-
plate and conﬁrms well the layer thickness determined by cross-sectional
SEM, i.e., 300±30 nm [27]. In sample No.1 no such proﬁle is visible and
the S-parameter approaches with higher implantation energies directly
the GaN bulk value in the GaN template.
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Figure 7.3. Effect of growth temperature on bulk electron concentration (red circles) and
the near-interface S-parameter (blue squares) in MOCVD InN.
While the line-shape parameters in the near-surface region are close
to the InN lattice in all samples, clear differences are visible closer to
the interface. For decreasing growth temperature from 550 to 500oC,
the recorded near-interface S-parameters increase from 0.459 to 0.467
(Fig. 7.3). At the same time, the estimated bulk carrier concentration
increases from mid-1018 cm−3 to low-1019 cm−3 and the electron Hall mo-
bility decreases by around one half from ∼1100 to 550 cm2/Vs. For the
sample grown at 550oC the S-parameter is close to the InN lattice and
hence, no positron annihilation at vacancy defects is observed at room
temperature. For samples grown at lower temperatures, the increasing
S-parameter indicates the annihilation at open-volume defects. An in-
crease in vacancy trapping is observed for decreasing growth tempera-
ture. A comparison of the recorded line-shape S and W parameter with
previously identiﬁed vacancy-type positron traps in InN (Ch. 6) indicates
that the dominant positron traps in the near-interface region of the inves-
tigated set of samples are VIn-nVN (n ≈ 2,3) clusters.
The determined near-interface S-parameters are still relatively close to
the InN lattice value and the concentration of the detected vacancy com-
plexes should not exceed low-1017 cm−3 in the sample grown at 500oC.
The observation of VIn-nVN vacancy complexes near the interface speaks
for a close proximity of VIn and VN prior to complexing, and therefore for
elevated concentrations of N vacancies in this area. Isolated nitrogen va-
cancies do not trap positrons in InN [112, 130] and hence escape detec-
tion with positron annihilation spectroscopy. Single VN are singly charged
donors [56] in InN. The observed increase in electron concentrations with
decreasing growth temperature might therefore be explained by an in-
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creased incorporation of nitrogen vacancies, indicated by an increasing
S-parameter and the deviation of the measured points from the VIn-line.
This is in good agreement with earlier reports on insufﬁcient NH3 decom-
position at low growth temperatures [27, 29] which should promote the
formation of VN due to a lack of active nitrogen during growth. However,
the applied experimental methods do not allow to rule out inﬂuences from
NI or H.
Earlier positron studies in MOCVD grown InN [70] showed an enhance-
ment of the vacancy signal for increasing growth temperatures from 550
to 625oC, which has been attributed to beginning decomposition of the
material. Assuming a direct comparability of the results, this speaks for
550oC as the optimal growth temperature in terms of suppression of VIn-
related defects. This is supported by Hall and photoluminescence mea-
surements on our set of samples which show a degrading of the structural,
electrical and optical properties with decreasing growth temperature [27].
Additionally, a maximum in the electron mobility is observed for this tem-
perature [27].
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8. Self-compensation in n-type InN
Measurements of Si-doped (Sect. 7.1.2) and irradiated InN (Sect. 7.1.1)
have shown that VIn-related defects are efﬁcient positron traps in InN
(Ch. 6) and are formed preferably in n-type conditions. In all investigated
samples, room-temperature annihilation fractions at VIn or its complexes
were found to increase with the free-electron concentration in the mate-
rial, as indicated, e.g., by increasing (decreasing) line-shape S (W) param-
eters.
In order to be able to estimate the density of the dominant vacancy-type
positron trap in a measured area of a sample, the positron trapping rate to
the defect has to be known (Eq. 4.3). At moderate temperatures, positrons
can get trapped additionally at Rydberg-states formed around defects
with small positron binding energy (Sect. 4.1), e.g., negatively charged
non-open volume defects (negative ions) or lattice sites with small effec-
tive open volume as associated to dislocations or interfaces [10]. These
additional traps compete with the deep vacancy traps in positron trap-
ping. A common way to assess positron trapping in the presence of shallow
traps is the measurement of the temperature dependence of a signiﬁcant
annihilation parameter (line-hape, S/W parameter, positron lifetime).
Figure 8.1 shows the measured relative S-parameter in the tempera-
ture range of 150–460 K in the “layer” area (Sect. 6.3) of representative
Si-doped samples with free electron concentrations from 4.5×1019 cm−3–
6.6×1020 cm−3 (Table 2.1). The observed decrease of the S-parameter at
low temperatures is characteristic for competitive trapping of positrons
between deep vacancy-type traps with high S-parameters, and shallow
traps, with S-parameters close to the defect-free lattice. Thermal escape
of positrons from loosely bound defect states and a T−1/2-dependence of
the positron trapping coefﬁcient μ for negatively charged traps [10], lead
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Figure 8.1. Temperature dependence of the S-parameters in the “layer” region ( x¯ =
100 nm) of the Si- doped InN samples. Solid lines show ﬁts of the spectra
assuming competitive trapping between a negatively charged vacancy defect
and one shallow trap.
to an overall temperature dependence of the positron annihilation spec-
trum which can be described with the temperature dependent positron
trapping model [10]. Applying Eqs. 4.9, 4.4 and 4.5 to the case of one neg-
atively charged vacancy and one shallow trap with characteristic relative
S-parameters of Sst = Sbulk = 1 [10], the measured S-parameter is given as
S(T ) = 1 +
κv(T )
1
τbulk
+ κst(T )1+τstδst(T ) + κv(T )
(Sv − 1) (8.1)
where τbulk and τst are the positron lifetimes in the delocalized bulk state,
and localized state at a shallow trap, respectively.
The solid lines in Fig. 8.1 show ﬁts of the spectra using Eq. 8.1 with m∗+
= 1, τbulk = τst = 184 ps and a characteristic relative S-parameter of Sv =
1.051 for the vacancy trap, according to Ch. 6. The shallow trap binding
energy was determined as Eb = 90 meV. Resulting trapping rates range
from 4.7×109 to 9.4×1011 s−1 for the case of vacancies. Estimated positron
trapping rates to shallow traps are ≥ 4×1010 s−1.
In the irradiated samples, a similar temperature dependence of the line-
shape parameters was observed for temperature dependent spectra from
50 to 300 K, with a characteristic decrease of the S parameter at low-
temperatures. The spectra have been again ﬁtted using the above model
with one dominant vacancy and one shallow trap. Trapping rates esti-
mated in the “layer” area of the as-irradiated ﬁlms are in the range of
2.4×109–2×1010 s−1 for vacancies, and ∼9×1010 s−1 for shallow traps.
After RTA, the trapping rates in the near-surface area drop to below
6×109 s−1 for vacancies and ∼2×1010 s−1 for shallow traps.
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Figure 8.2. Estimated vacancy concentrations of Si-doped InN (full symbols) as a func-
tion of the determined bulk Fermi level. Vacancy concentrations for an irra-
diated sample before (higher concentration) and after annealing are given for
comparison.
The concentrations of vacancies and shallow traps are directly propor-
tional to their positron trapping rates (Eq. 4.3). Assuming a trapping coef-
ﬁcient of μv = μst = 3×1015 s−1 at room temperature, this translates to con-
centrations from 5×1016 cm−3 to 2×1019 cm−3 for vacancies, and ≥ 1×1018
cm−3 for shallow traps. The estimated vacancy concentrations of the Si-
doped samples, and an irradiated sample before and after annealing, are
plotted in Fig. 8.2 as a function of the bulk Fermi-energy as determined in
Ref. [37]. Although a distinction between the negative and neutral charge
states is not possible in our measurements due to the strong trapping to
shallow positron traps, the clear increase of the vacancy concentrations
with increasing Fermi energy indicates (Sect. 3.4) that In vacancies are
formed as negatively charged. Therefore, they should act as efﬁcient com-
pensating and scattering centers in the material.
The measured electron mobilities in the Si-doped ﬁlms are shown in
Fig. 8.3, together with results from irradiated InN ﬁlms before and after
annealing. In the Si-doped ﬁlms, mobilities range from 40–1050 cm2/Vs
and are close to the mobilities in the irradiated ﬁlms after RTA. Mobili-
ties for as-irradiated samples are signiﬁcantly lower, except for the case
of very high electron concentrations. Calculated mobilities are shown in
addition, and were determined using a three layer conduction model in-
cluding near-surface, bulk and interface contributions [54]. For 500 nm
thick ﬁlms, inﬂuence from the surface is small [54, 131]. The bulk mo-
bility (m) in n-type InN is dominated by ionized defect scattering, and is
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Figure 8.3. Measured electron mobilities of Si doped InN samples (triangles) as a func-
tion of the free electron concentration. Mobilities from as-grown (crosses)
and irradiated InN samples before (open circles) and after RTA (full circles)
are given for comparison (data from Refs. [60, 69]). Calculated mobilities for
two different compensation schemes are shown with (solid lines) and without
(dashed lines) the inﬂuence of dislocation scattering.
proportional [132] to
m ∼ n
Z2DND + Z
2
ANA
=
ZD − |ZA|K
Z2D + Z
2
AK
=: A, (8.2)
where ZD and ZA are the donor and acceptor charge, respectively, and
K = NA/ND is the compensation ratio. The advantage of using the propor-
tionality constant A for discussing compensation is that the defect charge
and compensation ratio do not have to be ﬁxed. At the interface, scat-
tering due to charged dislocation lines is included, whose density was as-
sumed to fall off exponentially with increasing distance from the interface.
At moderate doping levels, the mobility data of the Si-doped samples are
ﬁtted well by calculated mobilities assuming A = 0.33. For comparison,
as-irradiated ﬁlms show much lower mobilities and are approximated best
for A = 0.14. After RTA treatment, the mobilities in the irradiated ﬁlms
are close to the values for the Si-doped samples. For higher doping levels
above about ne = 1020cm−3 (EF = 1.1 eV), the mobility in the Si-doped
ﬁlms starts to deviate strongly from the calculated line for A = 0.33 and
approaches the irradiated case for the highest doped sample. In the as-
irradiated material, a similar decrease in the mobility is observable but is
less pronounced and a decrease to A = 0.11 is observed.
Using Eq. 8.2, the densities of dominant donors and acceptors in the InN
ﬁlms can be estimated, if their charges are known. Si+In can be expected
as dominant donors in the Si-doped samples, with possible contributions
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from V +N [56]. In the irradiated ﬁlms, V
+
N [56] are assumed to be re-
sponsible for the increase in free electron concentration upon increasing
irradiation doses [69]. Therefore, a donor charge of ZD = 1 can be esti-
mated. The dominant vacancy-type acceptors in the InN samples have
been probed by positron annihilation spectroscopy and were identiﬁed as
VIn in the as-irradiated ﬁlms, and VIn-mVN complexes (m≈1–3) in the Si-
doped samples as well as irradiated ﬁlms after RTA treatment. Addition-
ally, a high density of shallow positron traps was found that can be formed
by negatively charged defects with small or no effective open volume. DFT
calculations [56] predict the VIn to be triply negatively charged. For the
VIn-mVN complexes, a reduction in charge is expected [57]. The identity of
the shallow traps cannot be determined in positron experiments. A com-
parison with DFT calculations [55, 64] suggest negatively charged V −N , as
well as H−N as most likely candidates in highly n-type conditions. At high
Fermi energies, clusters of V −N are also predicted to become energetically
favorable [64].
Assuming an average charge of ZA = 1 equals compensation ratios of
K = 0.5 for A = 0.33, and K = 0.75 for A = 0.14. At a free electron con-
centration of, e.g., ne = 1020 cm−3, this translates to donor and acceptor
concentrations of ND = 2× 1020 cm−3 and NA = 1× 1020 cm−3 for K = 0.5,
and ND = 4× 1020 cm−3 and NA = 3× 1020 cm−3 for K = 0.75. For higher
acceptor charges, a smaller defect density leads to the same mobility be-
havior (e.g., A = 0.14, ZA = 1: ND = 2.5 × 1020 cm−3, NA = 5 × 1019
cm−3). The total acceptor concentrations estimated from Hall effect mea-
surements are about 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than the values de-
termined in temperature dependent Doppler broadening measurements.
This might be explained by screening effects in the highly n-type InN
samples. Screening reduces long-range Coulomb-related positron capture
which could lead to severe underestimation of charged defect concentra-
tions in positron annihilation measurements. This affects especially the
estimated densities of shallow traps with no deep positron state. Also
for vacancy-type defects the use of a lower positron trapping coefﬁcient
may be appropriate (e.g., μV −μV 0 ≈ 3–5, [10]), which would lead to higher es-
timated vacancy densities. Additionally, high dislocation densities in the
material [54, 59] could lead to a constant background trapping of positrons
and in turn to an underestimation of the effective trapping rates of re-
maining centers in Doppler broadening spectroscopy. The exceptionally
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low positron diffusion lengths up to high temperatures in the InN sam-
ples [59] speak in favor of such a scenario. A high compensation ratio in
the Si-doped InN layers is additionally supported by the observation of
strong Urbach tails in optical absorption spectra from these samples [37].
The exponential increase of the concentration of VIn and its complexes,
as observed in positron annihilation measurements (Fig. 8.2), coincides
with the onset of the strong deviation of the measured electron mobilities
in the Si-doped samples from the calculated mobilities at a Fermi energy
of ∼1.1 eV (Fig. 8.3). This suggests that scattering from acceptor-type
defects starts to contribute strongly to the mobility behavior at elevated
free electron concentrations. The observed high positron trapping rates
to shallow traps indicate that VIn-related defects do not account alone
for the whole compensation, but additional negatively charged acceptors
are present in the investigated samples in high concentrations. These
might be formed by singly negatively charged VN and multiply negatively
charged VN clusters which become increasingly favorable at high Fermi
levels [64]. Indirect evidence of the presence of VN clusters was found
by the observation of VIn-mVN complexes (m ≈ 1–3) in positron measure-
ments of the Si-doped InN samples [112]. The lower charge of the compen-
sating VIn-VN complexes in Si-doped samples and RTA treated irradiated
layers, compared to the triply charged VIn in the as-irradiated samples,
might contribute to the observed mobility drop after annealing.
The experimentally observed high acceptor densities in highly n-type InN
are in sharp contrast to theoretical values based on formation energies
from DFT calculations [55, 57, 64, 97]. This suggests that thermal equi-
librium considerations might not be appropriate for estimating point de-
fect concentrations in n-type InN, a material which is commonly grown at
low temperatures. The formation of point defects during growth of InN is
likely to be dominated by other mechanisms [59].
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9. Summary
In this work, positron annihilation spectroscopy was used to investigate
the properties of point defects in n-type InN. By combining density func-
tional theory calculations with experimental positron annihilation meth-
ods the dominant vacancy-type positron traps in common InN material
could be identiﬁed together with their characteristic positron annihila-
tion properties.
It was found that isolated VIn and VIn complexes are efﬁcient positron
traps. VN and pure VN complexes, on the other hand, do not trap positrons
in InN. Isolated VIn are only present in irradiated InN ﬁlms and anneal
out at temperatures of ≤ 475◦C, if not stabilized by other point defects.
Stabilization of VIn in InN was found to occur through complex forma-
tion with VN. VIn-nVN complexes were discovered the dominant vacancy-
type positron trap in as-grown n-type InN samples. Towards the layer-
substrate interface, enhanced formation of bigger vacancy clusters with
increasing number of VN could be observed in both as-grown and irradi-
ated material after annealing which indicates that the InN/GaN interface
acts as a sink for vacancy defects. High concentrations of additional VN
and VN complexes are expected in that area. Additionally, a correlation
with elevated dislocation densities at the interface was found. Density
functional theory calculations of strained InN supercells simulating the
effect screw-type dislocations could ﬁnd no signiﬁcant effect of the strain
on the formation energy of vacancy defects, however.
In low-temperature MOCVD growth of InN a degrading of the structural,
electrical and optical properties with decreasing growth temperatures
from 550 to 500oC could be observed. This was accompanied by an in-
crease in the formation of mixed VIn VN complexes near the interface. A
comparison with earlier positron measurements speaks for 550oC as the
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optimal growth temperature in terms of vacancy suppression in MOCVD
InN.
The densities of dominant vacancy and negative-ion type acceptors in
Si-doped and irradiated n-type InN were estimated by temperature-
dependent Doppler broadening measurements and compared to Hall mo-
bility of samples with increasing free carrier concentrations up to ne =
6.6×1020 cm−3. Signiﬁcant compensation of n-type InN is found for high
Fermi level positions, which is attributed to the presence of negatively
charged indium vacancy complexes and additional acceptor-type defects
with small or no effective open volume that might be formed by nega-
tively charged nitrogen vacancies and their complexes. Estimated densi-
ties of native point defects in InN are far away from what can be expected
from thermodynamic considerations. This suggests that alternative de-
fect formation mechanisms determine point defect concentrations in the
material.
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Publication III
On page 4, it is stated that VN are in the 3+ charge state for most of the
Fermi-level positions. However, a triply positive charge is only expected
for highly p-type conditions [55, 56], and VN are supposed to be in the 1+
charge state otherwise. At very high electron concentrations, a 1- charge
state is predicted.
Publication IV
On page 3, it is written that single VN are triply charged donors. This is
misleading, because the lowest energy charge state for most of the Fermi
level positions is 1+. Therefore, VN should commonly appear as singly
charged donors.
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